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ABSTI'^T
The Ob Jective of tiii e study was to make an appraisal of the
Executive Developnent Training program of the Navy Department for the
purpose of establishing criteria and recomraendations fbr the use of
naval ordnance field activities in establishing executive develojmai
t
training prograns. The criteria upon vrtiich the appraisal was based
included the programs aid procedures recognized as outstanding in the
executive develojment training field, current publications on the sub-
ject, und conferences with executives tictive in the field of executive
training.
The ^riajority of the .T.aterial upon which the inveatigatioa was
based was obtained through conferences with various executives currently
working in the Navy Department program. Study of trainiiiK directives,
program descriptions, trai'iing fil««, and conferences with Trainirg
Directors, resulted in a thorough coverage of tlie Navy i)epartinent
prograji . The procedures observed and the information obtained were
then compared with the generuLly accepted practices indicated by a survey
of the literature devoted to such training in business arid industry.
The results of this study are considered worthwhile. In terms
of the criteria used in the appraisul , it is concluded that the Havj
Department has a stroqg , highly flexible, individualized progrton that
is well integrated into regular departmental operations. Top civilian
management support has contributed materially to the program success.
However, the protran has two fundamental weaknesses which would seriously
detract from its effectiveness in any application to ordnance field
activities. These weaknesses ore: (1) Too little organization planning,
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and (2) the program is not Integrated with an eiecutire inventory
and placement plan.
For ordnance field activities, many of the practices of the
Nary Department program could be employed to sone extent proriaing
they are adjusted to the needs of the activity. To offset the weak-
nesses of the Navy iJepartiuent program, the following recommendations
are offered:
1, Base the program on effective long-range organization
planning,
2. itippoint an executive development committee charged with
the development of guiding principles and specific
procedures necessary to the success of the program,
3. The Executive Development Committee membership should include
a. The Gonmanding Officer
b. The heads of the various divisions
c. The branch head of the "branch in question" in
individual cases,
d. The Industrial Relations Director as a staff
representative
.
4. Write a complete Job description for each position in the
orgtclzation detailing the exact responsibility, authority,
and relationship with others, standard Foiro 75, Job Descrip-
tion, is usually not adequate,
5, *.'ake an inventory of personnel in executive positions to
determine present tind future requirements.






and course of action,
7. Develop procedures thut will insure thut:
a. No one is overlooked.
b. Individual progress is periodically reviewed.
c. The development plan fits the individuals requirements.
To the best of the writer's knowledge, this is the first appraisal
of executive development training in the Navy Department by crie not
involved in the administration of that program.

AN APPRAISAL OF KXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT TRAIiaNG
AS APPLICABLE TO NAVAL FIELD ACTIVITIES
INTfiODUCTION
This study was prompted by the desire of the Commanding Officer,
U. S. Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana, to establish an execu-
tive development training program which would satisfy the needs of that
plant. However, preliminary investigations at the Ordnance Plant dis-
closed that very little preparatory work had been done with regard to
the determination of the need for executive training. In addition, it
was found that plant policy on executive training was not clearly
defined, and that effective procedures for the systematic appraisal of
executive performance and potential were not established.
Further investigation at the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department,
disclosed that, with one possible exception, the Naval Ordnance Labora-
tory, White Oaks, Maryland, no other ordnance field activity had an
operating executive development program. The training program at the
Naval Ordnance Laboratory is largely a professional development rather
than an executive development program, therefore it was not included
in this study.
In view of the above, it was decided that the interests of the
Ordnance Plant at Indianapolis, as well as those of other ordnance
field activities, could possibly best be served by an appraisal of
executive training as it exists in the Navy Department in Washington,
Inasmuch as the literature available on executive developnent in
the Navy Department is extremely limited, the writer, in order to obtain

reliable first-hand information, held numerous conferences with various
top-level executives who are concerned with executive training at the
departmental level. The information obtained in these conferences has»
in many instances, not heretofore been published. In addition, to the
best of the writer's knowledge, no previous appraisal of executive
development training in the departmental service has been made by one
not involved in the departmental training program.
A survey of the literatu'^e devoted to executive training prac-
tices in business and industry was made to determine the most widely
accepted techniques and procedures in current use by recognized authori-
ties in the field. It was found that the details of the numerous well-
organized prx)iiram3 varied markedly; however, the principles involved
were remarkably canpatible in almost every case. These principles were
applied in the appraisal of the Navy Department program.
This study, then, had the following objectives: (1) to determine
current executive development training practices in business and industry,
(2) to determine and appraise the current practices and procedures in
the Navy Department, and (3) based on the above, to develop criteria to
assist in establishing executive training in ordnance field activities.

EXECUTIVE DEVh^LOPMENT IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRT
Factors Influencing the Growth of "Programs"
A number of trends and conditions hare contributed to the rapid
grovrth of execxitive development programs in recent years. Not all com-
panies have been affected to the same degree or in the same manner;
however, "there is clear evidence that American business management is
becoming more and more concerned with the problems of executive manpower
developnent This trend is significant becaiose it reflects a
growing concern with the necessity for providing a more orderly and
dependable source of supply for qualified executive manpower" . What
are some of the factors influencing this trend?
1. The effect of the depression years on the progression of men in
industry resulting from industrial contraction and reduced oppor-
tunity.
2. The Wholesale removal of younger men from industry necessitated by
World War II manpower requirements.
3. The realization that the decline of the national birth rate during
the depression years will cause serious shortages of manpower in
the late 1950' s.
A.. High executive turnover - considered by many to be one of the most
important single points underlying the need for the development of
training programs.
2
5. Interest in the long-terra survival of established firms •
1. Worthy, James C, "Planned Executive Development: The Experience of
Sears, Roebuck and Co." AMA Personnel Series No. 137 .




6. Existing economic and political problems such as :
a. Rate of expansion.
b. Technological advancement.
c. Increased government regulation.
d. Decentralization of operations and control.
e. Diversification of products and services.
f. Growth of unionism.
Objectives
The literature reveals the significant fact that companies vary-
widely in their individual statements of training objectives. Some of
these are: to keep executives alert, to attract and hold men of execu-
tive calibre, to improve morale, to provide a proving ground for future
executives, to make good men better, and to increase the effectiveness
of the executive family as an operating team. However, most programs
have at least two objectives in common. They are :
1. The preparation of men to perform more effectively in their present
capacity.
2. The provision of a pool of qualified men to fill executive positions
or to assvmie greater responsibility as needed.
The Standard Oil Company of California established its formal
company-wide program in 1946 and is considered by many to be one of the
best systenrtatic training programs. Mr. H. L. Samuelson, Manager of
Executive Development for that company, defined the primary objectives as;
3. California Inst, of Tech. Industrial Relations Bull . No . 23 , page 4<
4. Ibid. 3, page 1

"1. To provide adequate reserves of qualified and seasoned candidates
to fill executive, supervisory, and key staff positions as needs
occur throughout the company and its subsidiaries.
"2. To assure promising individuals opportunity to develop and utilize
their capabilities, to the mutual advantage of individual and
comp^any.
"3. As replacements occur, to assure that key positions are filled by
individuals fully qualified to meet all requirements,
"4. To develop and foster among management full appreciation of the
obligation as to selection, training, appraisal, placement, and
utilization of key personnel or a companv-wide rather than a
purely departmental basis."
These objectives are perhaps as complete and accurate as one could
devise.
Organization Planning
Many companies came face to face with the need for a systematic,
continuous executive development program as one result of a careful
study of the organizational structure of their respective firms. Indeed,
it is generally arreed that organization planning is a "must" as the
first element of an executive development program. Managers must recog-
nize its future as well as its present executive needs. "Each organiza-
tion has to be tailored to suit the needs of the company in question,"
The basic principles of organization are well known and will not
5. Ibid 3» page 6.

be repeated here; however, effective planning must take into account
these principles. Many companies, after studying their organization,
became painfully aware of such shortcomings as responsibility without
authority, too many individuals reporting to one senior, too many levels
of supervision, overlapping of responsibilities and divided authority.
Organization planning must consider, among other things, the
"compatibility of the responsibilities and tasks assigned to any posi-
tion, the balancing of the work loads in the several positions, the
matching of authority with responsibility, and the teaming up of
specialized individ\aals and groups in joint efforts upon complex prob-
lems." "The organization structure can always be under scrutiny with
6
a view to its improvement."
When the structure of the organization is reasonably well defined,
the responsibilities assigned to various individuals are apparent and a
basis for appraising incumbent performance is available.
Initiatioi of the Program
The first and most obvious conclusion one reaches after study
of the existing programs is that no two are identical in the detailed
procedures employed in establishing them. The best programs in existence
at the present time have been evolutionary in nature, not reform move-
ments. They have started with attention directed to replacement require-
ments at the "top" of the management pyramid, then have been extended
to cover the lesser positions down through the organizatic«n. The pro-
grams vhich seem to have met with the greatest success were those in
6. Ibid. 2, page 34.

which too broad a scope v<as not taken at first, but rather in which
company management sought success vdth each step and slowly expanded the
program
.
The Westinghouse Electric Corporation, in initiating its program,
appointed a Policy Committee responsible for establishing a sound
"Development Program". This committee appointed a company-wide Director
of Management Development and a Management Development Advisory Committee,
members of which were directly xinder their respective counterparts on
the Policy Committee. The Director and Advisory Committee then conducted
an investigation into current practices of other companies, reviewed th«
objectives established by the Policy Committee, and made recommendations
to originate a program in one division of the company as a trial opera-
tion. This procedure enabled the Corporation's management personnel
to keep an appraising eye on every phase of the program as it progressed,
noting shortcomings, observing the reactions of the participants, and
correcting mistakes as they occurred.
Experience in business and industry has shown that the success
of any program of executive development depends on several factors.
First , and of utmost importance, is that the chief executive must be con-
vinced of the necessity and importance of the program, and must convey
his conviction to his subordinates. The chief executive must convey his
conviction to subordinates by personally devoting time to the program.
Secondly
, since the selection and development of subordinates
is a primary responsibility of every executive, it is important that the
program be developed cooperatively with the key senior executives of the




Thirdly , "it is important that some member of rranagement who
understands the need for executive developnent be responsible for •
seeing that it is carried out. To insure an overall objective view-
7
point, this individual should report directly to the chief executive."
The Executive Development Committee , Many companies have estab-
lished special committees at the very highest level to insure that the
principles outlined above are carried out. These committees are knovm
variously as "Placement and Review Committee" ^ "I^anagement Training
Committee", "Development Panel", to mention a few. They differ in
composition from firm to firm, but a good composite might be:
1. The chief executive as chairman.
2. The operating heads of the various divisions of a company.
3. Additional personnel from the "division in question" when
handling specific cases.
4. Some staff representative, ofti^n the Industrial Relations
Director, serving in a secretarial capacity and as an
advisor.
• Among the various writers in the field one can find numerous
concepts of the functions of Executive Development Committees; however,
the following appear to be rather widely recognized:
1. To develop principles and specific procedures essential to
the success of the program. *
7. "The Development of Executive Talent," Aroerican Management Associa-
tion, 1952, page 37.

2. To develop appropriate forms for the administration of the
program,
3. To review the perfomance and records of executive personnel.
A. To determine training needs.
5. To select candidates for training.
6. To approve techniques of training and development to b«
employed
.
7. To be responsible for review and follow-up functions.
8. To continuously appraise the program to ensure that the
companies' needs are being adequately met.
These general functions of th'3 "Committee" are self-explanatory and no
further comment seems necessary or desirable. However, the material that
follows describes some of the details of the committee activity with
special emphasis upon forrris, selection of personnel, training processes
and procedures, and follow-up.
Forms Essential to the Program
At least a minimum of records are necessary to the success of
any program. This is particularly true of personnel programs of any
kind. Facts about the participants mvtst be readily available. These
may include: What is his job? How is his job being done? What
are his personal traits and habits? Does he participate in community
activities? etc. In addition, a systematic and precise method must
be available to determine training needs, replacement needs and individual
perfomvance or rating in his job. To accomplish these purposes the
6
following forms are often used:




2. Personal Record or Qualifications Sheet
3. Merit or Performance Reviews
k. Gap Sheets
5. Replacement Schedules or Charts
6. Organization Charts
Job Descriptions . Many firms have found that the "old" tyiDes of
job descriptions, the check-list form, are too brief and lacking in
elements required in job synthesis and organization planning. As a
result, in order to meet the requirements of organization planning and
manpower analysis, many firms have developed "job descriptions" which
not only outline the responsibilities and authority of the position,
but include a statement of the function of the position and its rela-
tionships with other functiais. Such job descriptions naturally follow
from an exhaustive and detailed study of company organizatinn. In some
cases managements have developed detailed "Management Guides" in >^ich
all positions are charted and described. The Standard Oil Company of
California rias in daily use an outstanding example of such a guide.
Fig. 1 is the hypothetical job description for the position of Manager
of the Personnel Department.
Personal Record . Another of the basic records essential to the
proper administration of the Executive Development Program is the
Personal Record. The form and content of personal records varies from
company to company; however, much of the required information is availa-






As a staff member of management, the Manager of the Personnel Department is
charged with advising the President and furnishing functional guidance to the
heads of the organizational components of the Company by developing and apply-
ing sound plans and practices for personnel administration and industrial relations,
and with conducting such activities for the staff departments.
II. RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY
Within the limits of his approved program and corporate policies and control
procedures, the Manager of the Personnel Department is responsible for, and has
commensurate authority to accomplish, the fulfillment of the duties set forth below.
He may delegate to members of his Department appropriate portions ol his re-
sponsibilities together with proportionate authority for their fulfillment, but he rnay
not delegate or relinquish his over-all responsibility for results nor any portion of
his accountability.
A. Activities
1. He will formulate, or receive and recommend for approval, proposals for
policies on personnel administration and industrial relations, will admin-
ister such policies when approved, and will conduct such activities for the
staff departments.
2. He will establish procedures for personnel administration and industrial
relations, and will establish end administer procedures lor the initiation
and maintenance of personnel records.
3. He will negotiate, but not sign, agreements with employee t ^r^d
labor unions, and their representatives, affecting stall dop^--
ployees or employees of both the Marketing and Manuf :
and will advise and assist in the negotiation of such eg:
employees of only one division, as requested.
4. He will establish and conduct a Company personnel office for tho n^: .'n
istration of personnel and industrial relations matters, and v
therein personnel records of members of management a.-.d !
employees.
5. He will participate in the selection of personnel for managc-.io:.'.
and will conduct the initial interview of applicants lor such posi!
for employment in the home office.
6. He will prepare, guide, and conardinate the personnel rating and por.sonn"'
development programs, and will formulate, or receive and recommend fcr
approval, proposals for action based thereon.
7. He will guide and co-ordinate the safety prograiii and safety slcndords an<.!
practices, and will disseminate applicable safety laws and orders.
8. He will guide and co-ordinate employee benefit plans and progra-ms, and
will conduct activities pertaining thereto for the personnel of the staff
departments.
B. Organization of His Department
1. He will reco.'i.r.nend changes in the Laaic structure and complement o! \.:„
Depcatment.
C. Personnel of His Department
1. Having ascertained tlie availability of qualified talent from within the Com-
pany, he will hire personnel for. or appoint employees to, positions other
than in management within the limits of his approved basic organization.
2. He will approve salary changes for personnel not subject to the provi-sions
of the Fair Labor Standards Act who receive not over $350 per month, and
will recommend salary changes lor such personnel receiving in excess of
that amount
3. He will approve wage changes for personnel subject to the provisions of
the Fair Labor Standards Act.
41
Fig. 1. Job Description.
California.
Courtesy of the Standard Oil Company of
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4. He will recommend promotion, demotion, and release of personnel not sub-
ject to the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
5. He will approve promotion, demotion, and release of personnel subject to
the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
6. He will approve vacations and personal leaves, except his own.
7. He will prepare necessary job and Ejosition descriptions.
D. Finances of His Department
1. He will prepare the annual budget.
2. He will administer funds allotted under the approved annual budget, or
any approved extraordinary or capital expenditure program, or any
appropriation.
3. He will approve payment from allotted funds of operating expenses and
capital expenditures not in excess of $1,000, which are not covered by the
approved budget, any approved expenditure program, or an appropriation.
4. He will recommend extraordinary or capital expenditure programs and
appropriations.
5. He will administer fiscal procedures.
6. He will receive for review and recommendation the items of the annual
budgets of other staff departments and the field divisions coming within
his province.
III. RELATIONSHIPS
The Manager of fh*% Personnel Department will observe and conduct the follow-
ing relationships. He may delegate portions of the conduct of such relationships to
members of his Departmeiit, but may not delegate his over-all responsibility or
accountability for their proper conduct.
A. The Preaideut
1. He is accountable to the President for the fulfillment of his function, respon-
sibilities and authority, and relationships, and for their proper interpre-
tation.
2. He will rolicve fhc President ol administrctive detail as outlined in this
Guide or as speciliod by the Precident
B. Other Depcrlmont Monagars
1. Ho will advi.-:e and ass'st ether Deportmeni Managers in the fulfillment of
their respeilive function.s in matters v/ithin his province and v/ill co-ordinate
his activities and co-operate v.-ith theiri in matters of mutual concern, but
in so doi.^g he will not ascur^ie, nor will he be delegated, any function,
responsibility, auilioril/ or relatlonshii.) belonging to any other member of
manag.T.-r.cnt.
C. General Mavagor*? of Divisions
1. He v/ill aclvi.-.G and a.'si-sl the General Managers ot the Divisions in the ful-
fillment of thiiir respective functions in matters within his province and will
co-o.'-dinote his aclivitios and co-operate with them in matters ci mutual
concern, but m so doing he wil! not assume, nor will he be delegated, any
function, rpcpcnsibility, authority or relationship belonging to any other
me.T.bcr ot mancgeaicnl.
D. Others
1. In Iho conduct of liiese relationships, he will establish and maintain those
contacts necesaary to the fulfillment of his function.
2. The President may specify, from time to time, other relationships to be con-
ducted by him.
E. The Public
I. Ho will conduct such rolalicnships outside the Company as are necessary
to the accomplishment of his function, acting in such coses only as the
j
representative of the fVe.'sident.
>». '-j^'
'




which are already available but scattered,"^ According to one authori-
10
ty this record should give a case history of the individual, including
description of the person, formal education, pre-company work experience,
coK.paiiy ejq>erience, and outside activities. "The meat of the record
for purposes of the Executive Development Program is the detailing of
experience in the one place." The importance of the centralization
of personal information is readily apparent when one notes that "past
performance is regarded by nany companies as the best basis for fore-
12
casting the capacity of key men to undertake greater responsibilities".
Performance Review . This form is essentially a means of catalog-
ing the appraisal of the individual's performance in his job. Once
again the literature reveals a wide variety of documents used in record-
ing performance appraisals. Typically, the "review" form reflects the
appraisal methods employed by the individual company. Some firms,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, for exanqDle, use a two-part appraisal
form in which the individual's performance is detailed according to con-
siderations of Results, Methods, and Personal Adaptability. The second
part, Evaluation of Potential, is designed to enable management to
obtain a picture of present resources in management personnel, to provide
specific knowledge of the present state of readiness for greater
9. "Recognition of Individuals", Annual Report . 1952-19^3 of the Ind.
Hel. Sect., California Inst, of Tech.
10. H. L. Samuelson, Manager of Executive Development, Standard Oil of
California.
11. Ibid 7, page 369
12. Ibid 2, page 75.
&
X*
responsibility, and to indicute wlanageraent Development 3tej.s to be
taken. JFigure 2 illustrates this essentitil record.
Other companies, the «». L. Maxsoa Corporation, for example, use
a single-sheet two-page forci for a narrtitive description of perfcrmanct,
personal characteristics end potential. In addition, space has been
provided on the reverse side of this form to indicate action to be taken
with regard to the appraised individual, and an indication of his cur-
rent status.
These are but two examples of the many forms used, but it should
be pointed out that forms developed by one company are seldori satisfac-
tory when adopted without modification by another.
Gap Sheets , a few companies have developed so-called "Gap"
sheets which have the purpose of showing in an orderly fashion the
areas in which, and the degree to which, the qualifications of the man
diffei- from the requirements of t he job. The International Petroleum
Company (Peru) developed such a form which is "a simplified job speci-
fication on which dxe listed the special requi reraents of each succes-
sively higher position to be checked against the qualifications of the
13
person under review. i^ record is provided, thereby, of the differ-
ences between the educational and vocational requirements obtained froa
the job description and the educational and vocational qualifications
of the reviewee. It does not appear to liie writer that this particular
device has gained very widespread use. The same information is available
in records previously described.








DATE ASSIGNED TO POSmON
DEPT. * LOCATION
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^^^ TEARS OF COMPANT SERVICE
APPRAISAL PERIOD • FROM
____^ •(,
Fig. Z. i^set of^foms eniployed in the appraisal of perfomanoe and pot.n-




When reviewing the performance of on individual, be sure to evoluote this in term* of RESPONSIBILITIES
as outlined in the POSITION DESCRIPTION for his position. Place on 'X' in the degree block that opplies
toeochofthe PERFORMANCE FACTORS under the headings, RESULTS, METHODS, AND PERSONAL
ADAPTABILITY below. The leading questions under each factor are not to be checked individuolly.
RESULTS
-
How well has this individual accomplished his assigned responsibilities since his last appraisal ?
QUANTITY OF WORK
How completely ore hit otiigrwd retponilblllli** carried out?
How do accomplishments compare witti normal expectancy ?














To what extent ore accomplishments free of frequent or costly errors ?
What is the quality of results when compared with normal standards ?
To what extent is quality maintained under oil conditions T
CONTROL OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
How capable is he in budget planning and expense control ?
What is his ability to operate at minimum costs without sacrificing result* ?
How conscientious is he with regard to cost ond expense reduction ?
METHODS
- How does this person go oboot getting hit job done ? How does he ¥»ork with and through people ?
PLANNING AND ORGANIZING
How effectively is his personnel organized to discharge their duties ?
How well does he anticipate and prepare for changing conditions?













GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
How tactful ond diplomatic is he In dealing witti olftef* ?
How does he cooperate with associates In his own ond other departments ?
How well does he promote free communication between himself and ethers 7
DELEGATING RESPONSIBILITIES
How well does he evaluate the ability of others in making assignments 7
To what extent does he give his men warranted responsibility 7
To what degree does he develop initiative in others 7
DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONNEL
What is his ability to recognize and develop th» capabilities of ethef* 7
How well does he offer constructive criticism and recognize good work 7
How well do others learn from him?
PERSONAL ADAPTABILITY • What ore the personal attributes of this individual ? To what degree are they shown in his
performance and to what extent do they help him fit into his assignment?
KNOWLEDGE OF JOB
How complete is his knowledge of the work of his own and related departments 7
How adequate is his knowledge of company policies affecting his responsibility?













How well does he inspire teamwork and direct his group toward a desired goal ?
How clearly and understandably does he express himself to on individual or group?
How foirly ond impartially does he treat his men ?
INITIATIVE
To what extent does he originate plans and follow through ?
How promptly does he make decisions ?
To whot extent does he act on his own responsibility?
DEPENDABILITY
How reliably does he fulfill the responsibilities of his position 7
How willingly does he accept additional responsibilities ?
Does he speak and act for the good of the organization ?
ANALYTICAL ABILITY
V How well does he get all necessary facts when considering a problem?
How well does he evaluate and interpret the facts bearing on a problem?
What is his ability to seporate facts from opinions ?
VISION
What is his ability to think creatively ?
To what extent is he mentally alert and conscious of new situations ?
How well does he look ahead and formulate new ideas ?
Page 2
Fig, 2 (continued). A set of forms anployed in the





From the anolysis of Performance Factors on the preceding page, describe in detail in 1 and 2 below, the
reasons influencing the conclusions reached: (Note -Sufficient informotion should be included to help prepare
the immediote supervisor for an effective discussion of performance with the individual.)
1. Give exomples or describe areas in which performance is above normal.
2. Give examples or indicate areas where performance could be improved.






















nLIMITED APPRAISAL - NEW ON THE JOB iCHECK BOTH HERE AND ABOVE WHERE APPLICABLE)
GENERAL
1. Is he well suited to the type of work he is now doing ? Yes I I No I I If not, what do you recommend ?
2. Whot course of action do you recommend to improve his performance?
3. Hos there been any morked change in performance since his last appraisal ? Explain briefly








Fig. 2 (continued). ^ set of foms employed in the appraisal of
performance and potential, sheet 3.
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TbUc*U44C*t o^ Ap^p/uuial wiiU OHduudttal
Informol discussion of Performance between the individuol ond his immediote supervisor is essential and
is intended to promote and mointoin good morale by estoblishing mutual understonding. Performonce,
stressing responsibilities stated in his Position Description, should be discussed thoroughly in a private
friendly conference in order to:
• Give the individual recognition of his outstanding accomplishments.
• Let him know exactly where he stands.
• Show him where it is felt he can improve himself.
• Explain why it is to his advantage to undertake this improvement.
In further discussion, draw from him the information called for in the following questions and enter answers in the
appropriate spaces :
(a) What does he hope to achieve within the company ?
(b) What does he believe to be his outstanding abilities ?
(c) What is he doing to improve himself both personolly and in relation to his present position?
(d) What help, advice or participation does he desire from the company with respect to his training and development?
(e) What was the reoction of the individual to the discussion of his Performance?




fig. 2 (continued), j* set of forms anployed in the tipprfciisal of
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?ig, 2 (continued), a set of forms employed in the appraisal of




V\RT 11—EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL (continued)
III. H this individual hos pofenfiolily <or advancement, but needs supplementary development, v/hot experience and trail
ing would you suggest as being most beneficial in readying him for promotion ?















Fig, 2 (continued). A set of forms employed in the appraisal of
performance and potential, sheet 6.
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Replacement Tables or Schedules , The purpose o f the Replacecieiit
Table is to show in an orderly manner: (1) the relative performance
and potentiality of incuLibeuts in various executive positions and, (2)
the degree to which certain personnel in levels subordinate to the
executives are ready for advancement or ready for further development
prior to advancement. The Replacement Table (or chart) is "a working
list, as contrasted to a final selection, of the best prospects for
14
leadership within a unit or within the Division as a whole "
Repli-cement schedules usually take one of two forms, modified or-
ganization cheurts coded to show the desired information, or tables
listing by position titles the pi-esent incumbent dnd two or more re-
15
placements for that position.
Follow-up She^^ts . This form, in its usual use, provideo"a docu-
menttiry control on the progress of the executive trainee in training.
It often caatains reference to such things as suggestions and guidance
given to the individual; his reaction to the program; ^ svnniaary account
of the person's performance during the period being considered; and
suggestions for the next period of development.
Orgfcja izatlon Charts . The organization charts show graphically
the lines and focal points of responsibility which exist by virtue of
tbe way in which the affairs of the company have been arranged. They
are an Invaluable tool when studying the firm's structure initially for
the pur^iose of determining training needs or requirements.
14. Ibid. 7, page 350.
15. Ibid. 2, pages 130-131.
16. Ibid. 3, page 20.
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The Apprttistil of Performance und Potentiul
ikfter the information hius been compiled fron organization charts,
Job deecript'ions of the executive positicns, tnd personal information
17
for each incumbent, it is genertilly t^greed that adequate appraisal of
the performance and the capacity or potential of each individual is the
next necessary and logical step,
Perforaance appraisal . Professor John fi , Riegel, University of
Michigan, in his survey of fifty leading wnerican conpaniea found that
there are at least three distinctly different plans of appraisal.
Briefly, these are:
1. The first plan, which depends upon spontaneous discussion
by a committee and the emergence of unanimous opinion on
at least some aspects of performance, appears to the
writer to be useful for specialized positions which l^iave
a few major responsibilities, and particularly if experi-
ence and research have yielded standards of ^rformance. . .
,
The unplanned review appears to the author /_ Riegel__/
to be less appropriate in an apprt-isal of the performance
of a man who n<as muny unique responsibilities this
plan does not stimulate the reviewers to define or outline
their standards of jud^ient....
2. The next plan of review requires systematic consideration
of how well the individual has performed certain specified
managerial activities. This leads the appraisers to con-
trast the accociplishments and procedures of the individuals
who engage in those activities. This should be done with
due regard to the conditions and requirenents of their
jobs. Of course, the judgnents are made with the over-all
achievement of the ratee in mind The method does
seem to have appeal because the judges can coripare one
man's achievement with the analogous achievements of
others Under this method there is some dtoie'er of
assuming that a ratee performs a given type of activity
equ.dly well under each oi his major responsibilities.
This may not be the case
17. Ibid. 9, page U.
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^ more serious criticism of this plan is that
the aspects of managerial work selected for review
are those in sane common positions, not those which
tire characteristic of the particular assignment under
review
3. The ttiird plan, that of requiring the Judges to consider
the ratee's performance under each of his own responsi-
bilities appears to be superior in logic. Under it,
however, there sJtiould be a standard of performance fca*
each major responsibility delegated to each Job or group
of identical Jobs. The defining of these standcirds is
the major difficulty with the third plan.
The plan has been used in judging the performance of
individuals whose responsibilities ^re numerous. Since
the plan requires a fairly comprehensive review of each
mart's performunco of his own res^.onsibilities, it ap-
pears to be especially appropriate for reviews of the
achievements of Idghei- executives and tecnnical special-
ists, who as individuals typically have a nimiber of
unique responsibilities.
In any discussion of ajjpraisal methods or techniques the ques-
tion naturally arises, "How frequently should reviews or qjpraisals
be made?" The study made by the Management Engineer, Department of
18
the Navy • of fifty-three comritinies states that "industry is close to
unanimity of thought with regard to the need for periodic evaluation of
the individual management executive". In addition, this same study
reported that "there wus general agreement t^iat annual rtiting was
probably the most practical, though some conipanies formally rate ut
six-month intervals and a few rate on a biennial basis".
Potential Apprai sal « Estimates of potential or capacity are
forecasts of probable success in a position on the basis of achievement
and behavior in a subordin^.te position. It appears that most companies
18. "Personnel ^administration at the Executive Level", U. 3 . Naval
Institute . 1948, page 21,
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desire forecasts of tlu. s type to be Mude, because they wish to note
the numbers and locutions in their organizations of the persctis who
have noteworthy potential and who can be regarded as reserves to fill
vacancies at the higher levels.
The surveys conducted by Riegel, by the American Management
association, and the National Industrial Conference Board all indicate
that the majority of the companies interviewed prefer group appraisal
as the primary technique of determining "potential**. The Navy study,
referred to previously, also concluded that "multiple rating and group
judgment supplant the subjectivity inevitable in a single, man-to-man
rating".
Some cor.panies, notably Sears, Roebuck and Co., and United Parcel
Service, have conducted studies of psychological testing as an aid in
determining executive capacity or potential. James C, Worthy, central
20
personnel staff of Sears, Roebuck and Co., has reported that "in a
nulti-unit organization such as Sears, tests can perform a highly useful
function in providing a reasonably objective (or at least an additional)
yardstick in reaching personnel decisions". The psychological test
report can frequently suggest possible areas of weakness or strength in
the individual which might not otherwise be discoverea, or mi^ht becone
apparent too late. With regard tc the use of tests, Mr. i^orthy mJces
the fbl lowing comments:
19, Ibid. 18, page 23,
2C. "Practical Methods of Management Development," aMA. Personnel
Series, No. 137, page 16,

The teats are use! with full awareness of their
fallihility. The test report is merely one elaraent
among a variety of factors which are considered. The
general rule guiding the use of test findings is that no
finding is to be accepted as valid unless confir-ued by
other evidence independent of the tests theraselves.
There can be no substitute for good Judg-nent as the basis
for any personnel decision.
The Sears, Roebuck and Company psychological tests are referred to ua
"Standard Bxocutlve Battery", and consist of the American Council of
Education Psychological Bxanination /_ mental abilitiea_y; the Guilford-
Martin Inventory of Pactor s 3TDGH, Inventory of i? actors GAMIN, and
Personnel Inventory _I /~tamperaiaent_7'; the .vllport-Vernon Study of Values
/_ motivation_y; and the Kuder Preference Record , Form BB /_ inter33ts_y'.
This test battery was administered to several hundred establlslxed execu-
tives ufter which the ^ars staff meticulously coi.ipared the test data
with known characteristics. By the end of 1950, according to L>r, Worthy,
The standard executive battery had been administered
to approximately 10,000 people. A'ith the experience gained
and the constant opportunity to check their reports against
actual results, the testing staff hti.3 gradually developed
a keen ability to interpret test data in ter:n3 of concrete
attitudes and behavior."^
Business and indiis try have been cautious in the use of psycho-
logical testing procedures. One obstacle that ii^jpears to offer diffi-
culty, real or imagined, is in establishing suitable criteria for valida-
ting tests for tl» higher level executive personnel. It is widely
recognized that "it is of utmost L'uportance in any teatin^: program to
use only tests that have themselves been tested, or to make provision
22
for testing the tests before fiiiully accepting them as valid*.
21. Ibid. 20, page 17.
22. Joseph Tiffin, "Industrial Psychology", 3rd ed., 1952, page 64.
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One criteria that might be used in this connection ia the rate or
23
speed of advancement in the firm. Much work remains to be doce in
the area of teat validation before reasonably accurate results can be
expected.
The Personnel ^udit
Detei^ialng Needs . iVith the completion of the per formane e
appraisal the firm is ready to conduct the inventory of its personnel.
A number of decisions must be mude by the Executive Development Com-
mittee, among these are the answers to such questions us: Where are
repl-cenients most lively to be required in the near future? How many
executives ore scheduled for retirement? Of tho ae executives available
for prcnotion to fill anticipated vacancies, how many need further
training and what kind of training? What is the anticipated effect of
resignations on the nuruber of executives available for the assumption
of higher responsibilities? Are any changes desirable in the existing
organization chart or in the job content as a result of anticipated
personnel changes? Ob/ioualy, all of the above decisions including the
final selection of personnel for any given position are line functions.
One authority has said ihat "because of i-s effect en the future growth
and development of a company, the program of executive development is
-
24
essentially the responsibility of the chief executive. iiS has
been inaicated in a previous section, hcwever, the Executive Developraent
Committee Is usually the body that operates the plan.
23. Ibid, 22, page 63.
£4. Ibid. 9, page 16.
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Typical Procedure . In practice, one procedure which aee.-ned to
25
be satisfactory in several coiiptinies can be outlined as follows:
1. The cowmittee reviews the pertinent records of each of the key
executives to be studied. These records include: the Personal
Record; Performance ^i.ppraisal; Potential appraisal; and any
other information available.
2. ^ coded organization chart is prepared by reporting senior
executives showing the name, age, and level of perforaance of each
key eaployee subordinate to him. In addition, a replacexaent
table showing the reservists for each key position by name is
submitted to the coiainittee.
3. The reporting executive reviews for the committee the possibilities
of re si c-nat i on a and retirements and the availability of replace-
ments. He refers to the replacerient list and to the current
levels of perforraance and the proaise of the individuals named on
it. This gives the committee members an idea of the strength
and readiness of the reservists.
4. Statements of training pldis or programs proposed for the key
people beia>T studied are submitted for review and comment by the
committee. Such trailing plans are based on the needs of the
individual obtained from a review of his job description and
his performance appraisal.
5. The Executive Development Comraittae then notes whether the
reservists who are listed for particular positiais are sufficient
in momber and suitable in potential, and whether their training
25. Ibid. 2, Ch. VII.
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programs are well designed and timed,
6. approval is given of the pfogran or it is modified as the com-
mittee deems necessary to ccsnply with the organization policies
und other over-riding directives.
The coded organization churt referred to above is an indispensa-
ble aid to prdper committee action. iJ'igure 3 illustrates the principle
of such a chart. It gives at a glance the names of i.idividuals in each
key position together with an indication of their proiaotability and
present performance.
The replacenent table is "drawn up after the performance
26
reviews and the appraisals of potential have been completed". It
shows the names of the individuals who are considered qualified to
replace the present incuinbent in the various key positions. Figure 4
represents the format of aich a table.
Comments on rrocedure . In a recent survey conducted by Modern
Industry it was found tha.t munugement caisultaats and educational
leaders agreed that very few co-.panies did an adequate job of determining
27
their needs. In the report of this survey it was stated that the
following question was asked:
How do you rate management fs ability to determine what
it needs in executive manpower, to select candidates for
training, to follow up its training?
Among the replies reported was that of Professor Ralph Davis.
Ohio .tate
University, »iio said:
26. Ibid. 2, page 138,
27. '*S\irvey of Executive Development Acroas the Nation," Modern
Industry
,
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Deteraiiiiing needs i.^ manpower is prinuirily a problem
in administrative planning. It is done poorly in most con-
cerns. Perhaps this is so because managa'ient regaxds it as
no problem, or else as one for the personnel staff.
To the Same question, Profesaor Joseph Tiffin, I"urdue University,
replied:
Only a very few companies with which I am familiar
have systematically analyzed future needs for executive manpower;
still fewer have developed a valid method of selecting candi-
dates for training, and the programs that have been instituted
huve often been organized too hastily.
It appears that while many companies have a good organization
in being to conduct training for their executive personnel, very few
have yet gotten to the real problem, that of systejuat ically detejnaining
the future needs of the coiapeuiy. *».s has been indicated in previous
sections of this study, most companies have available the essential
information required for determining the ir re qui rements, hcrrever, full
use of that information is not widespread.
Training and Developtasnt
General . The literature in the field of trai.ing and development
indiciites that business and industry is almost unanimously of thg opinion
that executive training must be accomplished along the lines of an
individual case approach. Pacicaged training courses become leas valuable
and individual development becomes ^nore essential as one progresses up
28
through the management hierarchy. Stock ford has given two reasons in
support of such a premise:
28. Ibid. 3, page 35.
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1. The wide differences between persons in heredity and
experiential backgrounds, aid
2, The fact that ultimate placement and perfcrmance of the
individuial is dependent, for the most part, upon hi a
total personality.
The appraisal of the individual's performeLnce in his present job and
the critical appraisal of his potential for future assignments dictated
by the "needs" of the company are the foundation of the training and
development prograni.
Selection . The proper selection of executive personnel for
training, of course, is obvious. "Selecting the right trainee is
29
critical to the success of the entire progra'n.'* It is a matter of
primary importance, since tie promotion of an untested man who later
fails can be quite costly. "vVhile he occupies the higher position,
his own shortcomings ore reflected manifold in the substandard produc-
.30
tion of his subordinates."
The literature reveals that no two companies use the same
selection methods. Some, such as Sears, use a combination of subjective
group judgment and certain psychological test butteries. Others use
subjective group judgment alone, basing the selection on analysis of
the individual. The latter companies are in the large majority. Indeed,
"the final selection of the trainee is usually made by a ooranittee of
31
top company officers." Consultants are sometimes used.
29. "Company Programs of Executive development
,
"National Industrial
Conference Board , Inc . Studies in Pers. Pol . No. 107, page
lo";
30. Ibid. 2, page 142.
31. Ibid. 29, page 10
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The Trainlgg proceaa . Regardleas of the manner in vhich
final selection is made, there appears to be certain basic reference
points in the development of executive personnel. Once again, Stockford
has outlined them as follows:
1. Provision sfaould be made for sufficient development but not
"over-development" of the individual.
2. Development should be on the basis of several men for each
position and each man for several positions.
3. It is best to avoid any final decisions as to who will get
any specific promotion until the appropriate time.
4. The basic concept of management development is contrary to
"specialism'*; as men rise in an organization, their training
and experience should become broader and bix> ader.
5. Job rotation should begin in the lower levels of man<agement so
that a man can gain experience for future use.
6. Development ebould begin as early as possible in the "life*
of the individual.
7. A man should be observed closely in new environments to determine
whether he is effective generally or only effective among friends
and acquaintances*
8. It is essential to plan for rotation between "line" and "staff"
posit ions.
9. Periodic academic training is of importance as one rises in the
hierarchy of management
.
10. The less the professional development of ai individual, the more
he is forced into "consultative" management.
Plan Mfiking with the Individual It is widely recognized that
consultation with the prospective trainee, in any training situation,
is essential. ^ receptive attitude is of paramount importance if training
is to be successful. One of the first objectives is to get each trainee
to realize his need for self development along well-chosen lines, ^n
interview in which the trainee and his s^jerior review his performance

34
can indicate needed inprovements iu hi3 knowledge, skills, or behavior.
32
Profeasor Riegel, in his survey , found that "interviews
typically ure arranged at annual intervals", and that "they ure person-
centered*. In many companies the trainee is asked and encouraged to
participate in the development of his program because it is generally
felt that the truinee:3* "own desire and feeling of need Is the main-
33
spring of such effort**.
Training Procedures . It appears that very few, if any, companies
go about training their executives in the same way, HO'#evei-, the :!ur-
vey conducted by the national Industrial Conference Board indicated
general agreement in one area of training.
"Training practicefl used at other levels in the organization
are of only limited value at the top. ififhile some purposes
can be accomplislied through direct instruction tnd by group
meetings, the scope of executive development is so broad
that new approaches must be found to supplement the mcare
traditional ones."
Training procedure should include, uccording to most writers, an appraisal
of the various techniques to be employed, plan making with the individual,
and the selection of courses of tiCtion to meet individual needs,
A>mong the techniques employed in business and industry in the




4. Special reading assignnoits
32. Ibid. 2, page 174
33. Ibid. 2, ptige 174

oo
5. Specitil study courses
6. Conferences
7. SeDiintrs aid institutes
8. Committees
9. Junior Boards of i^irectars.
jk, more comprehensive li Jt of techniques used is given in Figure 5.
The following material is taken from a multitude of sources in
the literature, and represents what seens to be the best thinking on
the various develojsnent techniques,
1, Job Rot at iOD
The technique is extensively used throughout bu sire as and indus-
34
try. The trainee may be assigned to new duties in a position at the
same or a higher level than his present assignnent. In sons conpanies
the trainee may make intercompany moves, when that is feasible. He may
reniain on the new jdb for several months or for a year or longer. In
addition, he may perform largely as an observer, or he may take full
responsibility after some period of coaching. In the companies using
this particular technique, "the trainee is usually on each job a full
year**. Thiw is no "Cook's Tour** arrangement.
Other companies accomplish the sane purposes, but probably less
effectively, by making trainee assignments through sick leave replace-
ment, assignment of the individual on a temporary basis to other functions,
or rotational aseignments on a "tour" basis where m individual will
spend several days to a few weeks in each major division of the company
34. Ibid. 29» page 14.
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TWENTY TSCHUQUSS OF EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
^klmost always used:
1. Merit or performance reviews
2. Visits to other conipunies,
3. *.ttendance at tecliniCdl meetings and m&nager.aent
conferences




6. Job rotut ion







12. Special trainee positions
13. Iklultiple management plans
14. ManagoTient cabinets
15. Understudy or assistant-to positions
16. Comruunity leadership
17. Health and fitness programs,
18. IndividxifiuL counseling
19. ^i^signment to training or sales department
20. Sponsor plan
Note:
Most companies with pro^rLms use a multiple approach. Thut is,
they may aiploy half the techniques listed in this box, or even
more. The three groupings are, of course, arbitrary, and they
are based on the practices of only a few dozen cor punies.
finally, a "sometimes used" technique may prove more effective
for a given conpany than an "ulraost always used" one.
Fig. 5. Techniques of Executive Development
Taken from "Compuny Programs of Executive I^evelojanect ," Studies in
Personnel Policy
,
No . 107 , National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.
New lork, New York.

becoming acquainted with other people and their assignnfan ts , 3oth of
the above methods provide orieiitiition and insight into the nature of
the responsibilities of other menagemont positions, and assist the
individual in identifying his own position in the total structure of
rcanagement
.
To provide precise or specific experience some conpanies have
created assistant- to positions to satisfy the needs of specific
individuals,
2. Individual Coaching
I^st writers are agreed tljat the individual's inimedlate superior
is the p>eraon best situated to instruct him in the performance of his
work. Most certainly the iirjnediate superior can observe the trainee's
achievement and judge its raerit . In addition, the superior's experience
undoubtedly has equipped hiiri to instruct the trainee at any tiae when
his methods or his behavior need correction. At the s.^ne tKr.e, merely
by observing the methods of the superior the trainee gets certain cues
for the performance cf his own duties. However, the exa'ple set by a
superior has value only insofar as the trainee understands it. ThP re-
fore, according to nany, the superior must invite questions regarding
35
his own methods, particularly fron a new man. According to one writer,
coaching "is generally of most value during early stages of a parson's
assignment to a new position". As tiisie passes in the new position, leas
and less coaching is required if the individual adapts hi; self well*
^ superior, when coachlr^, stimulates his Juniors to do better
35, Ibid. 3, page 38
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work and to try demonstrated methods. A resourceful coach will arrange
Bpeciel problems to channel the desired effort on the part of the




The purpose of counseling i s to assist the individual to adapt
to conditions of "life" beyong the limits of the job; to cope with
problems having their origin in off-the-job situations but which may
affect his ability to adjust to the demands of his job. The technique
usually recommended is to avoid telling the trainee directly about his
shortcomings of this nature, but, by skilful inquiry bring the tiainee's
methods into the spotlight and get him to question whether his ovm
methods are effective. The Hill-Hann interviews reprinted in *xppendix
A of iiiegel's "Executive Developnient" are excellent exoinplec of this
technique.
Counseling, it is agreed, should be provided by the most appropriate
person. These may be: the ir^imediate superior, the conpany or personal
physician, psychologist, training or education specialist, or the
minister, depending on the nature of the problem on the one hand and
the nature of the counselor in whom the trainee has the greatest confi-
dence on the other.
36. In this connection see:
Reilley, Kwlng f'., *'Organization t.nd Developing the Manag;emeut
Team,
"
Univ . tiichigan Bur . Industrial Relations
,
1950;
Mace, liyles L. , "The Growth tod development of Executives,"





Special reading assigninents have the purpose of extending the
"cultural" basis of the individual by providing him with an insight
into other phases of the business world. The usual method is to
assign reading from many of tiie reputable jaumt.ls and texts thereby
providing a review of general problems of business, mantigerp.en t , current
affairs, and other related topics.
5
• Special Study Courses
.
These courses have the purpose of providing the trainee with
specific factual infomati on which is required directly in the per-
formance of his pre.^ent job or has some direct relation to the re-
quirements of the position for which he is being developed. The usual
form of t' is tyre of training is the company-operated class or some
special arrangement with local schools. Courses offered by various
companies include: Accounting, Personnel administration, Production
Control, Methods i».nalysi.s, et cetera.
6, Conferences
Conferences serve as a source of information on research fiaiings,
theories, and principles of interest and concern to manugeaent personnel,
and to encourage participation of inonv^ement personnel in the review ttnd
discussion of these theories and principles. Conferences of this sort
do much to aid in the development of the indiv^idual through informal
discussion of problems coniraon to management personnel. Professor
C. E. Lawshe, Purdue University, hae said, "Developing respect for
oneself and developing res;,ect for the other conferees i^re two major
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37benefits to be derived from conferences." Conferences ujre gffered
by business bnd professional societies und ur.iversities; they range
in length froni tliree days to several weeks, Most writers agree that
conferences are most effective if they are held on a fUll-time basis
away from one's place of wcrk.
7. Seminars una Institutes
These are similar to conferences in purpose, but are usually
offered on a part- or full-time basis by universities. The major
distinctions betvreen seminars und conferences are that seminars cover
specific topics in more detail, are more formal, and often mucli longer
in duration. Conferences are devices of orientation and acquaintance;
seminars are more educational in purpose. Examples of this training
technique or method are: The advanced Management Program of the
Harvard Graduate School of Business A.dministration; The University
of Pittsburgh's "Mana^,ement Problems for Eiecutives**; similar problems
offered from time to ti::ie by the University of Western Ontario, Stan-
ford University, and others.
The Advanced I^ianagernent program offered by iiarvard, to take an
example, offers the following six subjects which are discussed during
the thirteen-week session:
1. Administrative practices
2. Business and imeorican Economy
3. Cost and financial administration
4. Production management
5. J.!urket management
6. Probltaiis in labor relations.
Classes are one hour in length. The groups are small and the teaching
37. In a lecture before u Graduate class in Industrial Psychology,
February 12, 1934, Purdue University.
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is by the case study method with full jerticipation on the part of
tte students. Mornings tire devoted to cliss sessions, afternoons to
special study groups, end there are occasional evening meetings Kith
guest speakers. The prograra is a rich intensive one.
8. Committees
Conmiittees serve the purpose of giving an individual the oppor~
tunity to work on specific problems and to be observed by his superiors.
Under experienced leadersii ip, ccranittees are n^ost valuable ndien made up
of individuals from different levels and varied experience. This not
only aids in the solving of a problem, but helps to develop eacrj member
of the group,
^' £iHii2?^ Boards o^f Directors
This is the type of truiring for which McCcrraick and CoDipany.Inc.
of Baltimore, Md. , under the leadership of Charles McCormick becune
80 widely publicized. x*.ccording to Ctxarles McCormick, the junior board
is not a final policy-making body. Its members study conpany problems
and make recommendations to the senior board. Only recoair.endations
supported unanimously by the junior board are referred to the senior
board. The jur^ior board is free to delve into any company Matter which
interests it. During the first five years the junior board was in
38
existence "2,109 recommendations" were passed up the line. Of those,
39
"2,103 were adopted in whole or in part by the senior board".
To-day, t'lCCormick and Conipany's junior board is cotiposed of thir-
40
teen members all of which ure elected by company employees.
38, 39. Ibid. 29, page 41.
40. For fiirther information about these boards t.nd about multiple manage-
ment, see two books by 0. p. I-jcCormici< ; "Multiple Manage.Tient " , 1937




--r. Trunk .V. Pierce, Director, Standard Oil Company of I^ew
Jersey, has very ably sa-3iari2ecl the importc^nce of developing execu-
41tive talent.
1. Manageiient cKill in our society is iuiporttnt. It has
perfcTEied miracles in this country. But what we cmdo in the future to make our own society, and perht^ps
a world society, better, more ^cure, and ric>ier in
satisftiCtions, is ca;dit ioned by the Job we do indeveloping manugenent skills c.nd passing them along
to succeeding generations.
2. '.Vhile we c.re
-noving in th e direction of a profession in the
ncna^genent field, the art and science of raan^Kement is inits infancy and there is plenty of room for growth. 7/edo not know yet how to identify infaUibly the man wlio
can grow.
3. The need is not simply for men with specialized knowledgebut for men with a broad sense of public resT.onsibility -
an awareness thcit institutions as well as individu^s have
citizenship responsibilities. For a great society we need
a broad-gauged leadership.
4. There is increasing evidence that democracy is . sound idea
not merely in political fields but c.lso in business andindustrial m^nt^enent. Deraocracy involves participation-
distributing resr.onsibility ever a very wide area and alarge number of i^ople. The weaknesses of autocracy in
government are its wealcnest^es in management.
5. Progressive management to-day recognizes that over- all
efficiency is a product not only of scientific njanogenent
in the strict sense of tie term but also of wise human
relations. *.s the attention of business leadership is
being focused as much on men as on methods, business is
findi;ig means to provide in Increasing measure the things
every individual wants; justice in teins of fiJLr play
and fair dealing, a sense of individual importance, and
opportunity and security. Human relationships can develop
properly only if man;.ger.ient, through intelligent trainirg
and wise coachinc, preparer, itself toward these ends.
41. Taken from an address presented under the auspices of the Industricd






Based on the material presented in this section, the following
seem to be the "requisites" of u successfal progracn:
1. One should use ^ few simple techniques ^^nd stick to theci.
2. Use the age-old rule of success — "Find oat whiit works uad
do more of it**.
3. Include the essential elements:
a. Orgaaizational planning - to determine needs,
b. Put eriphasis on tLPeas of greatest importance.
c. Determine the basic requirements of all executive
positions to be involved in training,
d. Use a systematic method of appraisal.
e. Plan training progrtims for individual development-
tailor the program to do the job.
f . Make judicious use of personnel audits and replacement
inventories.
4. Obtain effective staff assistance.
5. Follow-up on the program effectiveness.
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iiJPPRkloAL OF EXSGirTIVE DEVELOPI.SI.T IH N^ViiX ^TIVITIES
Factors Influencing the Cirowth of IJavy Departnent
Executive Bevelojiaent
The functions of the United iitatea Navy in time of war and its
mission in helping to mainttdn peace during the current period of
international tension are well known. Less well known, however, are
the conpanion functions of research, engineering, develoiment, produc-
tion and administration carried on by the Department of the Navy in
su7..port of the Operating 'orces.
In order to discharge these supporting responslbiMties, the
Navy Department eaploys thousands of civilian workers in aL"ost every
recognized endeavor fron office woi-kers to scientists at installations
throughout the Nation. The Departrient of the Navy is one of the world's
largest industrial enployers.
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The total Nav^l Establishnent consists of three principal parts:
(a) The l^avy Department, wh ch is the central executive authority
of the Waval Establishnient , located at the seat of the Govern-
nent, coTiprising the bureaus, boarus, and offices of the ^»avy
DepartiLent; the Heudquarters, United States !.':urine Corps;
and the Headquarters, United States Coast Guard (when assigned
to the Nav^')
.
(b) The Operating Forces, which COTiprise the seveial fleets, sea-
g ing for-ces, sea frcntJer forces, district forces. Fleet
Marine forces, the :-ilitary Sea Transportation Service, and
such siore activities as may be assigned to the Operating
Forces by the President or Secretary of the Navy.
(c) The Shore Establi slime nt , which comprises all activities of the
Naval Establishrrient not assigned to the Operating Forces and
not a part of the Navy Department.
4ij. United States Navy Regulations, 1948, Article 0101, paragraph 2,
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The operations of an industrial establishment of the size
required by the Navy encompass a wide variety of complex management
•
-
problems, many of vrfiich are common to the operation of the largest
private organizations. In addition, the non-industrial organization
of ^he Navy required to service the industrial activities is large in
comparison to similar private organizations. In order to meet the
executive needs of the organization and to provide trained management
talent of the required caliber, the Navy found it necessary to plan
the development of outstanding employees*
In 1947, the Secretary of the Navy ordered a s\irvey of fifty-
three leading American industries to deteinnine what they were doing to
meet the shortage of managerial talent. Based on this sample, the
report indicated that industry's approach was a "complete, formal,
43
perpetual inventory plan of timed executive growth and replacement".
This report, often referred to as the "Asbury Report", reconmended the
adoption of a similar plan for developing executive talent in the
Federal Government
.
the findings of the "Asbury Report", coupled with the Navy
Department's experience in the Civil Service Commission's intern train-
ing programs and supplemented by certain features of the military
leadership career training programs, formed the basis for the first
Department-wide executive selection and development program in the
Federal Gk)vernment . This program was written into the Executive Selec-
44
tion and Development agreement between the Navy Department and the
43. Ibid. 18, page 45.
44. See Appendix A.
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Civil Service Gomriission, and began operation with the approval of tba
xkgreernent in Janubiry, 1950. In it a original fcrL, the program was
limited to Departmental employees in the Washirjgton, D.C., area. In
May, 1951, it was extended in coverage to include both classified and
x;uiclu.ssif led employees of the Department throughout the country, and




The over-all executive develojiment program in the IJavy hus the
46
follov.ing objectives, as defined by the ^igreaiuexit
:
1. Indoctrination and induction of specicilly selected and
specially supervised exployees into the major specialties
of administration.
8, The development of present employees qualified in a limited
administrative or technical field by increasing the scope
of their administrative knowledge and abilities,
3, The addition for professional and scientific personnel of
the administrative knowledge and abilities necessary to
assxme professional and scientific administrative duties.
Typically, employees selected to participate in the Program
come from one of the following groups:
1. Recent college gradxiates and present Department employees In
Civil Service grades QS-i through GS-7,
2. Administrative specialists in grades GS-8 through GS-15 who
need planned experience in other administrative fields.
45. See Appendix B^ a letter from Chairmen Ramspeck to Under
Secretary of the Navy Kiiuoall, dated April ii7, 1951,
46. See Appendix rt, page 1.
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3. Professional or scientific personnel in grades GS-8 through
GS-15 who must expect to assume administrative duties in order
to advance in their respective fields.
It is the latter tv;o groups with which this investigation is
concerned. The training t^iven to those persons in Group 1 is of a
standard nature to provide basic training for potential administrative
and management personnel through planned work assignements and related
study, lasting six months. The employees from Groups £ and 3 are called
"Executive Trainees" and follow individually tailored training plans,
Initic-tion of the Program
The Kavy Dei)artr!ent 's Executive Development Progrem emj^hasizes
planned participation by all levels of mancigement and by all major
orf anizaticns witliin the Navy. This principle is carried tlxi-ougti in
the system by which it is planned bnd controlled.
Over-all general policy on civilian personnel matters is
prescribed for ull naval activities, departmental and field activities
alike, in "Nav^' Civilian Personnel Instructions, 230", These instruc-
tions outline what is expected of the various navcl activities in this
matter of executive development, based on current directives from
higher authorities and current legislation. Section 14-1 of NCPI 230
states:
The Civil Service Commission recommends the adoption by
agencies of executive training and developn.ent plans. The
Federal Service, as well as the individual , benefits by
systeriutic career development of outstanding employees. In
order to facilitate such training and development, the two
plans described belov/ bre suggested.
a. Plan 1.
Assignment of administrative personnel to other branches of
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administration. In order to broaden the experience of em-
ployees who ore now engaged in one phase of udministrative
work, the Coimission encourages their assignment to other
administrative fields. Therefore, under the conditions
specified below under the heading, "Conditions Governing
Assignments for Executive Development Purposes," agencies
may reassign or promote employees who are currently in
one of the following administrative series to any of the
others listed, even though they do not raeet open competitive
standards for the new assignment:
b. Pltin 2.
administrative training for specialized personnel,
^ince many federal administrators are selected Trom pro-
fessional, scientific, and technical fields, the Commission
tiroes agencies to provide systematic training in adminis-
tration for specialized personnel who demonstrate an apti-
tude for adrainistration. Reassignment or promotion of
such specialists to administrative positions may be made
under the conditions specified below under even
though they do not meet open competitive standards for
the ne^ assignirient.
The "Conditions Governing Assignments for Executive Development
IMrpoaes" will not be detailed here, but, in general, changes in line
of work will be aut'';orized by the Commission under conditions not
covered by the Agreement whenever it ccn be shown that certain quite
reasonable criteria are met.
Executive selection and development Board . In both the
Departmental Service aid in individual field activities, over- all
planniiig, promotion, and direction are performed by an Executive
Selection and Development Board. This is a top-level body conposed
of outstandiugly well-qualified members in the major fields of adminis-
tration supplemented by auditional me.vbers in the scientific and
technical fields when required. In Washir.gtcn , the Departmental
Civilian iersonnel Officer is Chairman of the Board. In field emotivi-




The functions of tiie board are:
1. To require und upprove training proposals,
2. To select candidates ufter evaluation of qualifications.
3. To certify successful completion of the training,
4. To follow up and evaluate effectiveness of training
programs and to recaainend improvements when neceosary.
5. To withdraw a'jprovul of training when it appears that
a. The train l:tg plan is being disregarded, or
b. supervisors of the trainee rej;;ort failure on
the part of the trainee in assiiiilating the
training given.
6. To receiv-3 and act on objections from non-selected
candidates, operating and administrative officials,
7. To promote acceptance and to stimulate use of the program.
At the bureau level, in (Washington, each bureau is responsible
for initial selection of candidates, developing work assignments, and
upon the corapletion of the training program by the trainee, for making
maximum use 'Jf the ne^ abilities acquired by the er.iployee. These
responsibilities, along with others rel.uting to executive development,
are carried out in each bureau by a specially appointed Executive
ijevelopment Panel. Panel members are appointed by the bureau chief
and m^ast include qualified representatives from each major administra-
tive area. Professional and/or scientific members are added when re-
quired. The Chairman of each Bureau Panel is a member of the 3xecutive
Selection and Development Board.
Training; Comi-iittee . Tiie I'^avy Civilian Personnel Instructions,




230, require the Coraaanding Officer of field activitieo to appoint
a training committee of which the ranlcing training Si^ervisor shall
be an advisory maaber jJid recorder. Furtheiinore, NCPI 230 recOi-ninends
"that high level operating of L'ici-.ls of the activity, such as Depart-
ment Heads or their immediate subordinates, be appointed to the
Training Commit tee". Theso instructions, in addition, state that
"The Training Committee niay designate sub-coranittses for specific
types of training such as executive development, apprenticeship, etc."
Methods of oeiecti«:)n
There are, in (general, thr-ee v/aya in which employees nay becone
Candidates for the 3xecutivG Devolopment Prograin. These are: (l)
personal application; (2) reccixTiendation by a supervisor; or (3) recom-
mendation by a Bureau Sxecutive Development Panel. However, regardless
of the manner in which an eraployee beccmes a candidate, the final
selection is the same in most cases. The procedure of becoming a
candidate merely involves advising the Navy Department Executive
Development Board that the employee is interested in becoiaing a candidate
and that his supervisor approves or disapproves.
The f in^l selection of candidates, in Washingtari, is made by
the Navy Department Executive Development Board on the basis of the
following factors:
1. Written testa designed by the Civil Service CoiTinlssion to measure
learning ability and potential for development.
2, i'ultiple interviews by Ilavy Department Executives.
43, Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions, Section 230.3-3, 4-1, a«
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3. Comprehensive stateaenta of career objectives and individual
training plans,
4. ReooTimendations by a Biireau Executive Development Panel, super-
visors, and other appropriate references.
5. iUialysis of the cindidate's experience, training, and performance,
At this point, it is to be noted that the major emphasis is
placed on the development of the indiyidual . Indeed, the purpose of
the Executive Selection and Development Programs as stated in the
j*greement is "Programs undertaken under this agree- lent are directed
toward systematic career development of outstanding employees* .
/_ Underlines added by the va*iter._y This view io further demonstrated
by the fact that in tiie vast majority of cases, selection and develop-
ment occurs only rafter the interested individual takes the initiative.
In the Bureau of Ordn.Jice, it is only recently that responsi-
bility for noiainating candidates has been pluced in the "chain of
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comnand". Previous to this change in the norainating procedure
line management tended to aasu'ie a passive role t07:ard the nomination
and selection of candidates. This passivity on tte part of line
mantigement caitributed directly to the low degree of participation
experienced by the Bureau of Ordnance.^ Figure 6 illustrates the
procedure followed by the individual in getting approval for a program.
The following excorpt is t^en fran u presentation by 'j:.
..'illiam P. Rotjcrs, Head Training Branch, Departmental Civilian l-ersonnel
Division, Executive Office of the secretary of the I^avy, given before a
4S . See appendix C
,
paragraph 3c, page 3.























gro ap Oi Bureau of 3hip3 adniriistrtit-.ors on 23 Hay 1950. It incUcutes
;.erhups better than othor written sources -he manner in which most
enployeea have gotten started in an executive develoiment pro*;ran.
The first candidate
^L in the Navy Departiient Development
PrograTi^/ is an organization and methods exoniner, Cirrade 9. He
and his supervinor and his office decided that they want'^d him
to take training for a budget analyst job, probo^bly Grade 11.
So he caLie to us and said, "I want to get in on this. Lly
Executive Developjiieat 1 anel wants to get in on this, it/hat do I do?"
We said, "The first tiling is to tell us where are you Z"sic_7" now-
what is your position - v/hat is your j-)b? Second, do you really
have an interest in continuing government employnient? What is
your training objective? 'jhat do you til ink you can get that tiie
Jiavy will want when you are trained?" «iid he said, "Budget
iUialysf*. V/e said, "*kll right, -iet do\7n those factors that are
important tu tiie job of Budget analyst, and put beside then the
things you have - experience o.nd education," Then we said,
"The tnird thing is to show how you are going to get the tnings
you need to add to what you hove - to get what you want." He
wrote out a one-year progrun
Again it suei'-.is pertinent to emi.hasize that organizc^tion needs or re-
quirements are subordinate to the individual in the selection of
candidates and in the arrciiiijenent of their respective trainiLg prograiis.
The Appraisal of Perf ortiance cuid Potential
The appraisal of performance in the departmental prograia is
JiOt a foriiial one in ti-ie usual sense. It has been indicated in a pre-
vious section that, in general, a prospective candidate either apijlies
personally, or is reconnended by his innediate supervisor, for the
desired training. The candidate's application, or Ids supervisor's
recoraiaendation is Accoiipanied by Civil Service Commissicn standard Form
57, xipplication for Federal foploynent, (see Figure 7) wJiich outlines
the candidate's personal history and other pertinent informatioa. In
r.any cases, the Service Record Card illustrated in Figure 8, is also
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14. (A> HAVE YOU EVER KIN EMPLOYED 8Y THE FtDCBAL GOVERHMENTI Q yes Q NO
(B) IF So. GIVE LAST GRADC AND DATE OF LAST CHANCE IN CRADC
DO NOT m^'^i iH T"H
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DATE
15 l«> WHAT IS THE LOWEST ENTRANCE SALARY YOU WILL ACCtnj I.
PER YEAR.
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XtS Of tMPlOYMLHr (moni/i. yexr)
I' TO PRrsrNT TIME
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Fig. 7. Civil Service Conni3Si:)n Foiro 57, ^pplicjitioii for Federal
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Figa 7 (continued) Civil Service Commission i'orm 57,
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on first-hand knowledge of the candidate's ability in Ids present
position in most cases. The Bureau of Ordnance, however, has had soMe
unfortunate experience in this connection. This is Illustrated by
51
the frvllowing stater.ent:
, Supervisors have tended to release their less able er-iployees
for trii s progran because such employees tended to be in the
"more available" catef^ory. Conversely, sui:)ervisors liave
tended to discourage their nore able and more deserving
a-nployees fron applying because they have been in the "less
available" category.
It is certainly t^greed tliat the iijjiediate supervisor is in the best
position to appraise the candidate's performance; howevar, as is
indicated above, one cannot al^.ays rely on the supervisor, alone, to
get the best a-aployeos started in the program.
Potential Appraisal. The appraisal of potential is based on the
follo^ving factors:








2. Ilultiple interviews by I^avy Department executives,
3. Study of the cjadidiite 's expei-ience, education, training, and
past performance.
51. See .Appendix C
,
paragraph 3b (4), page 2,
i
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With regai'd to the test battery indiccited above, I.iT, Janes «aln,
assistant Director of Civilian Training, Bureau of Ordnance, has said,
"The Bureau of Ordnance iixecutire Development Panel does not put too
much dependence on test results. The tests in use have not as yet been
very well validated for the executive level." according to I.j:. Wain,
the test results are taken merely as an indication of potential, and if
the results do not support the conclusions re^ichei by interviewing
executives, they are disregarded, it seems to the writer that this is
the only sensible course to talce until more valid assurance on the worth
of the test battery is available.
I'ar. Milton ]'., Mandell, Chief, .^.dministrative and I.lanagenent
Testing, U. -*. Civil oervice Comnission, writing in "The Develojcient of
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Executive Talent" has briefly mentioned some of the results obtained
in validation studies of the above tests. The verbal ability test,
according to . andell, seeus to bo a funda:aental part of the selection
process for executive positions because it measures the ability of the
candidate in the group sitUcition; however, vd idct ion work is needed.
Of the supervisory judg^oeat test, J.andel again states:
,. jne study in a lurge shipyard indicated, for exarajde,
that there were six chances in seven that a person scoring
75 per cent or better on the supervisory judgment test would
be a successful supervisor while, for those receiving i.cores
of less than 5 per o&at, there was only one chance out of
eight that they would be successful supervisors
Of the abstract reasoning test, liandell reports:
Studies by a large nail-order house and by a universi ty
professor and two studies of our own Civil Service Gomnission
indicate consistently that a high level of interest in theo-
reticd and abstr>^ct r-i^tt-rs is relateil to succoss as an
cC. Ibid. 7, pages 299-300
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executlv^-;. rhete recults uxe bused on the use of the
^llport-Verncn j'tudy of Value s
.
Of the other tests no conclusive evidence is yet availttble,
and only broad assuinptlons bt-sed primarily on intuition are oflered on
their validity when used in the executive situation.
The Parso.'.nel ^udit
' Very little evidence could be found that an audit or inventory
of executive per:^onnel vras used. The only mention of ort:ani2ation
training needs found was that in which the function of the Executive
53
DeveiopTient Panel was stated, as follows; •* to advise the
Bureau on what and where needs for training exist, and to evaluate
the effectiveness of pro£ran:s designed to satisfy these needs",
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This fact is further supported by the coirmient of R. V. Vittucci in
the final report on his Executive Developicent Irograui. Vittucci listed
as a basic wetJcness of the program the fact that "it diould be integrated
with an executive inventory and placement plan so as to use trained
talent to the best advantage." Present thinking appears to be "trtiin
the man - then find a place to utilize his new-found abilities'*. By
and large, recognized authorities in business and industry have found,
as was pointed out earlier in this thesis, that an executive inventory
must precede any thoughts on personnel trainiiig.
b'i. "Employee Development Opportunities", MavOrdlnst liJ250.2, Navy
Department, Bureau of Ordnance, Civilian Personnel Branch,
29 October 19£2.
fi4. "Final Report on Executive Development Progran, R. V. Vittucci,




Ggner&l, Throughout the Navy Department individual training
programe are arranged for each executive trainee. They are developed
in cooperation with administrative specialists in the trainee's home
bureau or office and are based on the training plan which he has outlined
fcr himself after it has been approved by the Executive Development
Eoard. Full use is made of in-service training programs conducted by
the Navy Departr.ent. In addition, special outside activities may be
included when they fill a definite need in the develoiment of the
trainee, providing "solicitation of naval departmental offices and
other federal agencies fails to meet the training needs of an activity
55
or the departmental service".
Outlining the Program . As has been previously mentioned, the
prospective candidate or trainee is required to present his Proposed
Executive Development flan as an enclosure to his memorandum requesting
nomination to the program. This training plan is expected to include,
56
in chart form or otherwise:
What is to be learned, where it is to be learned,
how it is to be learned - if by work experience, research
project, course of study, etc., — how long it will take,
and to whom ttie err.ployee will be responsible at the time.
It should also show Rho is to be the employee's counselor
or counselors during the program.
The prospective candidate invariably consults with his immediate siqpe r-
vi£or and the Civilian Training Section of his own bureau or office in
the preparation of his proposed training plan. The candidate, in
55, Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions, 230, Section 3-1 a,(l)(c),
March 2, 1953.
56. See j^ppendix C, enclosure (4), paragraph B, (d).
J
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outlining his program, studies in detail the requirements of the
position he expects to obtain, notes those items in ijhich he feels
deficient or in need of further training, then bases his proy~air: on
the factors indicated. The following truiniiig pltin, taken fron an
enclosure to Naval Ordnance Instructions 1E250.4 of July 7, 1953, is
cited as an example:
NaVY SXSCUTIVE DKVSLOPtiafT pRooaaj
For Organization and Methods Examiner (GS-13)
Following are the elements of my trailing plan, grouped by type.
t. «.cquiaition of Skills—Under this heading are listed the skills
which I want to obtain or iriprove under this program. These are general
skills, applicable to all kinds of administrative context and situations,
1. Navy Public Speaking Course, Fall, 1952 . The ability to speak
effectively in public is important to all men in executive positions.
I received college training in public speaking, and have spoken before
mediura sized audiences fairly often daring the x^ist two years, but I
feel that a refresher coarse would be very helpful at this time.
2. Two-Week Tour in Navy Office of Infomation, -summer. 1952 .
The public relations task is a sensitive ana often critical one, and I
believe that seme knowledge of the teciaiiques used by the Navy in this
field will prove highly useful to me.
3. Navy Course in Conference Leadership, Fall, 1953 . I have tad a
fair amount of experience in conference leadership, but here again I
feel that a refresher course would be beneficial.
4. Thirteen-Week Course in advanced Management, Ht-rvord Graduate
School jf public i>dminii.itration, Cambridge, inilasa., Spring, 1953 . This
Harvard co'orse is reputed to offer an unexcelled opportunity to become
familiar with the philosophy of top-level business management,
b. xi,cquisition of Substantive Information and Knowledge- -Under this
heading I have listed those parts of my training plan which will provide
me with substantive knowledge and skills required by my career plan,
1 . Participation in Field Inspections of the Industrial Survey
Division, May, August^ Deceniber, 1952 , Inspect ioTiS represent one of the
major devices of management c .ntrol, and participation in several of the
field inspections of the Industrial Survey Division will additionally
help acquaint me with operating policies of other bureaus.
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2 . Two-Week Tour in Financial Division, Bureau of Ordnance, Summer
,
1952. The purpose of this tour would be to gain some knowledge of the
budget preparation, financial administration and fiscal systems as they
function at the Bureau level.
3. One-Week Tour in the Office of the Assistant Comptroller ,
Director of Budget and Reports, Fall, 1932 « This brief tour would give
me some insight into Navy-wide budgetary practices.
4. One-Week Tour in the Office of the Special Assistant to the
Under Secretary for Manpower, Winter, 1952 . This tour would acq\iaint
me with overall Navy manpower controls.
5. One-Week Tour in the Bureau of the Budget. Spring 1953 . The
purpose of this tour will be two-fold: (1) to view the budget process
at the top level; (2) to become acqixainted with the Budget Bureau's
f^nagement Improvement Program,
6 . One-Week Tour, split between Research and Development Board
and Office of Naval Research, Spring, 1953. This and the following
item are intended to give me some acquaintance with research administra-
tion and management. Research is an impoi*tant Navy task, and I include
these two items since I have had no experience or training in this area.
7. One-Week Tour, split between Research and Development Division ,
Bureau of Ordnance, and the Na.val Ordnance Laboratory, S\immer , 1953*
8. One-Week Tour in Office of Industrial Relations. Fall, 1953 -
This tour will give me a picture of the policy-making process relative
to industrial relations.
9. One-Week Tour in Management Division. Office of the Coriptroller
of the Army, Spring, 1953 . The purpose of this tour will be to learn
something of the management improvement techniques used in the Army.
Other tours in Department of Defense and other government agencies
to be arranged.
c. Acquisition of Appreciation and General Information—The items
listed her^ are more general than any of those appearing above. They
are planned purely to add perspective, and an appreciation of the
Navy's task.
1 • One-Week Cruise Aboai^i a Naval Vessel. S\immer , 1952
.
Others to be arranged.
't
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List of Conferences Required
1. One-week: tour in Navy Office of Information- -Conference will be
required with Deputy Chief of Information.
k. Participation in Industrial Survey Division Inspections—Conference
will be required It ith Director, Industrial Surveys.
3. One-week tour in Office of Special assistant to the Under Secreteiry
for Manpower— Conference will be required with the Special Assistant to
the Under Secretary.
4. One-week tour in Office of the Assistant Comptroller, Director of
Budget and Reports—Conference will be required with Director of Budget
and Reports.
5. Other conferences as required.
List of Headings
Chester I. Barnard -- Organization and Management. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Ilass., 1948.
Uar-j F. -bollett -- Dynamic Administration. Harper, New York, 1939.
Thomas r. Landy — Production Planning and Control. McGraw-Hill,
New York, 1S50.
F. J, Roethlisberger — Management and Morals. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, 1941,
lierbert a. Simon — ^..dministrative Behavior. Llc*cmillan. New York, 1947.
F. rt. Taylor -- scientific t:anageir:ent. Harper. New York, 1947.
S. Hayakawa — Language in action. Harcourt, Brace. New York, 1941.
Bethel, vj:cith, Atwater and Stackman — Industrial Organi^.ation and
Management. I.'.cGraw-Hill . New York, 1945.
Marvin Bower — Development of Executive Leadership. Harvard University
Press. Cambridge, 1949.
Learned, Ulrich and Booz -- Executive «^tion. Harvard University Press.
Cambridge, 1951.
Mooney i;nfi Reiley -- Principles of Organization. Harper. New York, 1947,
Additional reading as selected.
i
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Proposuls for Related Study
1. I propose to continue taking evening courses in the fields of
administrative nanagerient and budgeting, at ^»merican University,
under Va entitlement.
2. I propose to attend appropriate sessions and conventions of the
iSociety for advancement of ^';anagecient , and American Society for
Public Admiri strati on.
Th© proposed development plan is then forwarded to the employee's
supervisor and any other interested persons for review, conment, and
reconruendations. If any serious differences of opinion occur they are
discussed with the prospective candidate with the intent of arriving
at some compromise solution. This amended plan then goes to the
Executive iJevelopment Panel for review and approval or disapproval.
It is appropriate to note at this point that the Executive
Development Fanel meiiibersl.ip is arranged to include top-level executives
in the field of interest of the candidate. The program is fully dis-
cussed during the course of the interview with the candidate.
Training Procedures . It has been menticned previously that
training programs for executive personnel in the Navy Department are
hand-tailored to meet the needs of t he individual. The training program
is highly flexible. ^ wide variety of training methods are used in
different combinations depending upon ti'.e gaps which exist in each
trainee's background of adninistrative Icnowledge and experience. In-
dividual programs ore permitted to vu.ry in length from six months to
two years. Six months is allowed if the training is intended to be
full-time; part-time prOpX&ms are permitted to extend over a two-year
period. The usual practice is to organize a six-month program and then
extend it over a period of two years. In the Navy Department program,
I
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to date, thirty-eight employees ht.ve either completed an executive
development plan or are presently undergoing such training. The fol-





a. Attendance at evening school in local universities
in a degree program.
b. ^ter-hours graduate training program offered by
local universities.
c. University of Pittsburgh eight-week course in
"Managenent Problems for Executives'*.
4. Speaking assignments.
5. r'articipation in professional societies.
6. COMnittee assignments.
7. itkttendance at military schools such as the National *ar
College ana the Industrial College of the iirnied iTorces.
8. Basic coroTiunication and conference leadership training.
9. Reserve training duty.
10. Counselling junior workers.
11. iiubstitution for superior while he is on vacation,
12. Special assigxiPients.
13. Orientation courses.
14. Instructor in supervisory training programs.
In addition to activities of the type listed above, executive
trainees attend an organized group seminar which meets once a week.
Under the leadership of the Program Director, trainees plan and organize
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^roup activities in adr^ini strati ve areas not covered by othf»r phases
of the Program. Included are sessions devoted to case studies in ad-
ministration, lectures by guest speakers on specialized adialnistrative
subjects, and work group assif-nnents on special projects.
Other Trait: ing Techniques. In the irrrnediate Washington area
there are at least four other seiuinars or institutes not included in
the outline above. These ore:
1. Ixlajiagement Practices Jeminar.
2. .kfter-hours Graduate Training Progran.
3. Management Iinprovei.;ent Institute.
4. Office of Industrial Relations Institute,
The i.ian<ag ex-en t Practices Seminar developed from an experimental
training program utilizing the Harvard Case Method of studying adrainls-
57
trative problems. The objectives of the program are:
a. Develop further insight into and understanding of
nanugement problems in an actual work situation.
b. Provide an opportunity fcr evaluation of alternative
actions in meeting a specific problei^i,
c. Practice decision-making.
d. Profit frcan past experiences in solving management
problems.
Since the success of the case method depends largely upon the skill of
the discussion leader and the extent to which he is able to elicit
active group participation, the seminar sessions ure conducted by leaders
especially skilled in le..ding group discussions. Problens of '.he fol-
57. Obtained from conversations with personnel in the Executive offices
of the Secretary of the Mavy, especially ;.'r. •* . iJ". Rogers.
I
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lowing type are usually iealt with:
1. Hole of a task force.
2. Fleld-departnent re Icit ionships.
3. Selection for promotion,
4. Line-staff reltitionshii. s.
b. Reorganization or on activity,
Arrangenents for after-hours courses have been nade with a number
of universities in the 'Vashingtcn area. Emphasis is on instruction
leading to a degree of Master of ^rts in three fields:
a. governmental administration,
b. ca-nptroiler ship,
c. public pei'sonnel adjciinistration.
These programs have been tailored to meet the needs of I.avy employees
for additional ac-ademic training in administration and m^JicigaTient
.
Snployees luust meet the admission standards established by the university
concerned, and tuition fees must be paid by the individual employee.
The Management Improvement Institute is among the most important
management development L-ctivities of the Navy Department and is sponsored
by the Office of the Management Sngineer. The purpose of the Institute
is to provide basic and refresher training in the fields of management
and industrial engineering. Special emphasis is placed on the applicea-
tion of sound mcinagetnent pririciples to the solution of Navy management
problems. The Institute courses are specifically designed for the
following groups:
58. I'rom conversation with .Vj?. iidward iJawson, ^-ssociate Lianageraent
Engineer, Office of the i^anagement Engineer, Navy Department,
on 2B December 1953.
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1. Heuds of field activities.
2. Heads of departments or equivalent positions in
field activiriee.
3. Officers (j-leutenant Conmandera and above) occupying
manageiiieat or industrial engineering billets in
Departnental or field activities,
4. Key civilians (Grade uS-11 and above), Departnientul
and field, concerned with i.ianagenient engineering
matters.
The Institute progran includes subjects dealing with both
governmental (Jid industrial manugeroant methods and prograiia . The
following partial list of topics from a recent Institute illustrates
the topics covered;
1. President's Maneige-nent Improveraent Program,
8 . Manpower Management
.
3. Executive Development.
4. application of iVork -leasurenient in Private Industry.
5. i.!anagernent Cost Control.
6. Multiple IJanagement.
It is of interest to note that in the most recent Institute, topic 4
above was presented by E. I. D-oPont deNemours Company; topic 5 by General
Motors Corporation; and topic 6 by McComiclc and Conpany, Inc.
For several years, the Office of Industrial Relations of the
Navy Department has sponsored and conducted a series of institutes. To
date, more tn^n 800 individuals have taken part. These Institutes are
tiro weeks In length, full-tL-ie, and >xre held at various ti:nes throughout
the year. Particip»:ints are generally key executives in their respective
naval activities, and are selected on the basis of nomination by tlielr
commanding officers and approval by the Office of Industrial Relations.
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59ijnong the presentations given at this Institute are:
1. Relationship of the Office of Industricd rielations to Under
Secretary of the IJavy, bureaus and offices of the Navy, and
field activities.
2. Responsibilities and duties of the Industrial Relations Officer
in a naval activity,
5. Recruiting, testing, una examining policies and guidelines.
4. Safety and accident prevention proj^uai, field safety surveys,
accident analysis, recognition of excellence in safety achieve-
ment ,
5. Basic objectives and priaciplea of positioQ classification in
the Federal service, position evaluation methods, wage adininis-
traticn, wage determination, surveys, etc.
6. Labor relations and employe e-aianagerient relations,
7. Performance ratings: principles and procedures,
8. Training for employee development,
a. i.'ajor training programs
b. Relationship of the training official to line
officials in the local activity.
c. Trends in training and development of civilian
personnel
.
The subject coverage Indicated above coupled with directed group dis-
cussion of cases and experiences, according to iir, Colbert, provides
the best kind of orientation for line officials, military and civilian,
in Navy industrial relations policies and guidelines.
Conclusions
V/ith the approval of the Navy's Executive Development Program
formalized by the written agree;ient between the Department of the Navy
59. From conversations with I jr. Hoy Colbert, Trai'dng Division
Director, Office of Industrial Relations, Navy Department,
on December 28, 1953.
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und the U. 3. Civil Service Goinniiasion in Januury, 1950, und amended
in May, 1951, executive training began with all the uncertainty und
difficulty that is usual when something new t^nd untried is inaugurated.
The first two years of executive training recorded a lack of acceptance
by operating executives, especially the military, vagueness, and indirec-
tion, and in some places adanant hostility toward such training. iSven
to-day there are some who either fail or refuse to recognize the value
of executive development training in the Navy Department, rhe most
often stated criticisn, again, particularly from the militeury, is
"There is not time to devote to such training because we i^re forced by
faf;tors beyond our control to operate with inadequate numbers of quali-
fied personnel". One officer has stated, "Some of the executives in
my division are so over-loaded with work that some correspondence has
remained unanswered for three months. There just isn't time to spare
for training purposes". The writer admits that such coaditions may exist
in a large complex Federal organization; however, an inquiring mind
would first suspect that here, indeed, is a place where the need fcr
trainir.g most certainly exists, or at least where a study of the func-
tional organization requirements is indicated. :iuch was the beginning
of executive development training in the Navy Department.
ikt present the program is clearly defined, guidance is much im-
proved, and line management has recognized the advantages to be obtained
from executive training. Top-level administrators including the Chief
officers of the bureaus and offices have directed that line management
will be responsible for nominating candid.^ites I'or executive training.
This hus had a tr-snenlous effect on the degree of participation in the
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progr«aaa, evidenceii by the fact that there are two hundred sixty-eight
persona now in the program.
The following appear to be the most significant features of the
Navy program as it existe to-day:
1. Organized pro, Tans for the selection and development of management
personnel are supported and promoted at the top management levels.
2. Programs emphasize the training of technically qualified aaployees
with a high degree of potential administrative ability to fit
them for increased management responsibility w ithin their own
areas of specialization,
3. Development proRranis utilize a variety of techniques and methods,
each designed to meot a specific training need, ^'.any of these
methods have proven successful in private industry.
4. .Vithin each major organization of .he Department, specially
designated boards and panels direct and control managei.ient train-
ing activities to insure maintenance of uniformly high training
standards and conformance to organizational policy in thi s area.
t). In general, programs fall into two broad groups: (1) those de-
signed to develop outstanding employees for future executive
positions and (2) those designed to improve the management per-
formance of present executives.
6. In some bureaus and offices progress is being made toward studying
practical needs of the organiz.^tion with the vie-v of eventually




Strengths of the Program. The following points appear to the
writer to be the major strengths of the Havy iJeptxTtnent fixecutlTS
Development Program as it exists to-day:
1. The program is highly flexible and Can, therefore, be made to
fit the needs of the individual,
2. Priority is given to the trainee permitting him to take part in
Conference Leadership, Basic Communication and other on-the-job
courses available,
3. The entire Executive Development Programs Staff of the U. S,
Civil Service Commission is available for consultation and
guidance in any phase of executive training.
4. .-w receptive attitude on the part of the trainee is developed
and maintained by pemitting him to originate his own training
program and schedule.
5. Many Institutes and 3eaiiaars are made available to the executive
trainee.
6. Planned work aS3ignr:ents are used wterever possible.
7. The traii.ing program is integrated into regular operations.
8. Top civilian managetnent support is given to all training.
Weaknesses of the Program , The basic weaknesses of the Navy
Depart.nent Sxecutive Development pro^-rara as they appear to the writer
are:
1. Little organization planning is evident. Organization planning
should provide a blueprint of future and pre sent executive needs,
and give the relationship and content of the positions for which
the executives are to be developed.
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2. The executive training protrran is not integrated with an
executive inventory and placement plan. Integration with
such a plan would greatly improve the use of trained personnel.
3. Too little nanagei.'ient backing, particularly froir. the military,
is still a serious impediment to wide participation in training,





aB a result of the study of executive development training
programs described in the previous sections, the following criteria
are presented for use in establishing sLailur training programs in
ordnance field activities:
1. 'The program should be based on effective long-rcJige
organization planning.
2. AH Executive Development Committee should be appointed
charged with the development of guiding principles and
specific procedures necessary to the success of the
program.
3. The membership of the iJtecutive Development Committee
should include: (a) the Coiaranding Officer; (b) the
operating heads of the various divisions of the activity;
(c) the branch head of the "branch in questiotf in individual
cases; and (d) the Industrial Relations Director as a
staff representative.
4. A job description should be written for each position in
the organization,
5. ^n inventory or audit of personnel in executive positions
should be made tc determine present and future executive
requirements, riequirements should be projected ahead at
least five years.
6. ^ui appraisal report should be prepared on eacn executive
and prospective executive outlining his perforrr.ance,
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potential, tin'i training needs.
7. St, systsiriatic selection procedure should be developed to
permit the designation of candidates for training and
development and to insure that no one is overlooked,
8. Procedures should be developed that will insure that
(a) the progress of an individual jind his needs for
development are periodically reviewed, (b) development is
planned to fit the individual's requirements, aJid (c) the
individual receives counselling from line authority




The following recommendations ure offered with the hope that
they will prore to be of value in the establishment of an executire
development training progrijn in an ordntoice field activity. These
recommendations are based on this study of a wide aasortnent of
training programs, and on the criteria established as a result of
this study,
1. Organization Planning
Organization planning is the Icey to the solution of executive
problems, and therefore must be the first step in setting up a train-
ing program. Organization, of course, is inevitable. Management is
faced with the choice of two ^l-CBrnatives: planned organization, or
haphazard organization. This, often, i3 a difficult choice because
haphazard organization is truly undesirable and planned organization
is inevitably resisted. The control of t.iis problem requires the
intellijjent application of the following concepts:
a. Delegation of responsibility and authority.
b. Principles of good adninistratloa.
c. Principles of affective supervision.
d. Principles of cosr^petent staff assistance to line managers.
The organi/.ation chart is, of course, an essentidJ. ele-'ient;
however, it is not sufficient. Tne qualifications of the exocutirea
who may fill the charted positions should be deterrained by outlining:
a. The duties and responsibilities to be met by the incumbent
b. The extent of authority he shall exercise.
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c. rne relationships he must satisfactorily maintain witli
others, either individaully or in groups.
This outline should ba sufficiently detailed to serve as a basis for:
a. Manageiaent selection of candidates to fill the position.
b. Determination of training needs.
c. i'lanning laeans for develoi^ment
.
d. i^eview of performance against position requirements.
2. The Replace;:ient Chart
M. replacement chart or table should be prepared on which the
names of the incumbent for each position are listed together with the
nanes of the persons who ratiy be considered candidates to fill the
position in the erent of a vacancy. This device giv^s a working list
of the best prospects for leadership within a group.
The first test of the replacement table or chart is a study
of ages, \iuite frequently this results in surprises, ilany cor.ipianies
have discovered poor distribution in the age of key personnel. The
spotlighting of the age distribution, retirement plans, ;and expected
resignations will point out the positions for which a replacanent must
be made available at some specific date.
3. Executive Appraisal
«ui appraisal report should be prepsared on each prospective




tt. What ^re his quulif icationa - strengths and Treakneases,
b. Whiit uTo his possibilities - growth potential.
c. Wliat the person needs in tha way of training,
d. A planned course of action.
This report requires a most thorough knowledge of the capacities of
each person named on the replacer.ient chart or table. Where there is
a tendency to neglect carefully studied appraisals \Tith the statement,
"We know our people", one is reminded that factual personal histories
of work experience frequently lack important data, which are much
easier to obtain than information on abstract factors, such as
interests, personality, and leader sh ip qualities.
4. Individual Training
Training nust be tailored to the findings in the appraisals of
the individual's needs, ai^d to the requirements of the position each
nay fill as indicated by the replacenient chart. The needs of the
organization as a whole nust not be subordinated or ovei'looked. One
cannot afford to train people just for the sake of training them.
This last point appears to be a weakness of many government training
programs.
5, Techniques and procedures
ak study of tbe training and development techniques available
to the field activity should be made, including the possibility of
arrangements with local educational institutions, colle^^es, and





c. Seminars and institutaa.
d. Group discussions.
e. Unirersity courses such us those offered at Harvard,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and University
of Pennsylvania, should be explored,
6. Executive Developnent Board or Committee
Finally, an Executive Jevelopment Board or Goiaiaittee should be
appointed ^nd charged with the development of guiding principles and
specific procedures necessary to the success of the program, Thia
committee should review records and performance of personnel in
executive positions, determine training needs, select candidates,
develop or approve the individual training program, and conduct the
review and follow-up functions necessary to the development of the
personnel in the program. This coiomittee, of course, should have its
membership mule up ulong the lines stated in the criteria presented
earlier in this study, and should not be subordinate to any other
training committee operating in the organization.
7. Precautions
a. The activity com/iander raust establish the proper "climate*
within the organizi^tion. No program can succeed if top
management does not back the program all the way.
b. Insure that training is, and remains, a "'line** function.
A program cannot succeed if the operation of the program
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is turned over to staff personnel or to outsiders.
c. The worth of an executive developrasnt training program
should be measured not only in terms of dollars, but
also in terms of the intangible and long-range results.
d. The program should not be one in vhich a major part
is observational in chai'acter. An observational program
does not permit the operation of one of the essential
elements of any training program — Learning by doing.
e. Insure that the programs are suited to the requirements
of the individual. All executives should not be put
throu^ the same course.
f
.
It is essential that a program start slowly and that it
start at the top of the managanent hierarchy. The better
programs in existence have been evolutionary, not reforms.
g. Insure that too large a scope is not taken at first;
obtain success with each step and gradually expand the
program
.
h. Make certain that it is well understood that the program
is voluntary. Participants will usually not give full
cooperation to a compulsory program,
i. Beware of instituting verbatim programs that have been
designed for other activities. An effective program is




Finally, an executire development progran rauy be viewed at
first as dealing only with individuals in the higher levels of
management. It should be started at that level. However, if execu-
tives are to be selected in the future from lower levels of super-
vision, the executive development program will eventually have to
consider the selection of first-line supervisors, the selection and
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EXB3UTIVE SELECTION <aND DEVELOPMENT PROGI-UIfi
DEP^TIEvT OF THE KaVY
(i^pproved Januiary 30, 1950)
A. PURPOSE. ProgruEis undertaken under this t^reenent are directed
toward systematic ctireer development of cutatuiding enployees. It
anticipates the ci"etitioii of u group of career executives through
planned work assignments and related study:
1. Indoctrination and induction of speci<_lly selected and specially
supervised eni^jloyees into the major specialties of administration.
2. The development of present employees qualified in a limited ad-
ministrative or techiiical field by increasing the scope of thf>ir
administrative knowledges and abilities.
3. The addition for professional and scientific personnel of the
administrative knov.led^eb and abilities necessary to assume
professional and scientific administrative duties.
B. RSSP0K3IBILITY FOR ikDMEJISTP^TION. The Industrial Relations (Civil-
ian Personnel) department of an activity will be responsible for the
development, administration, and evaluat ion of
1. The selection procedures.
2. The training procedures,
3. The placenent procedures.
4. The rfiaintenance of suitable minimum records to provide post-audit
judgments by Civil Service Coirmission inspectors,
C. NAlUrJS OF THE GROUP: Typically, the groups indicated in the purpose
can be represented by:
Group 1. A young person with a high level of learning ability and
an effective personality v7ho needs broad experience in
adr.iir.istrative fields as a basis for future executive
position.
2, An avtiinistrative specialist, grades GS-7 tl-jTough 15, who
is adequately qualified in his present specialty and has
given evidence of potential for future groT/tn, but who needs
planned experiences in other administrative fields to assume




Group 3. A professional or scientific employee who has given evi-
dence of potentitl for future growth and v/iio must expect
to assume duties in the adrainistrtitive field in order to
continue advancerient in the professional or scientific
areti.
Group 4. A wage board employee who has given evidence of potential
for future growth who (a) is in a IV A position, or (b)
possesses the necessary experience qualifications for a
IV A position.
3. RECtUSSTS FOR PARTICIPATION: Individuals may be considered for
peart icipat ion based on:
1. An application which is accompanied by a trt-ining proposal of
the type listed below, or
Z, Nomination by an administrative official who will provide or
who will prepare in cooperation with the individual nonlnuted
a training proposu.1 in the form indicated below:
E. PROCSDURES FOR ^JI.ilNIoTjnATION: -wJi Executive ^election and Develop-
ment Board will be established under the procedures and criteria
which follow:
1. Establishment of Board
a. The Board will consist of sufficient menberfc to represent
the major areas in the field of adralr.ietration,
b. The Bourd will be supplemented by additional members in the
scientific and tecfmicul fields aa the needs arise.
c. The Industrial Relations (Civilian Personnel) Officer will
be chairman of the Board,
d. By agreement of two or more activities, joint boards may be
established.
2. Selection of Board llembers
a. Board maribers shall be selected from the high level managerial
group of the activity.
b. Members will be appointed by the head of the activity.
3. Criteria for Selection of Board J'lembers
Board members must possess;
a. Outstanding administrative, scientific, or teclmical qualifi-
cations in their own specialized fields.
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b. Demonatrated ability to e7aluate qualification and potentiali-
ties of their own employees and to train ojid develop theia.
c. Interest in and acceptance of the objectives of the program.
4. Functions of the Board
a. To require and approve training proposals,
b. To select candidates after evaluation of qualifications,
frcn analysis of
(1) Experience
(2) Education and training
(3) Performance record
(4) Test results
(5) Corroborative information from supervisors, former
employers, instructors, etc.
(6) Interview reports
c. To certify successful completion of the training.
d. To follow-up and evaluate effectiveness of training programs
and to recomr.iend improvements when necesssiry.
e. To withdraw approval of training when it appears that
(1) The training plan is being disregarded, or
(2) Supervisors of the trainee report failure on the part of
the trainee in assimilating the training given,
f. To receive tind act on objections from non- selected candidates,
operating and administrative officials.
g. To prcxnote aoceptemce and to stlmuliite use of the program.
5. Functions of the Chairman
a. To develop and administer the program,
b. To develop standards and criteria for operating the program.
c. To provide training and technical assistance to Board members,
d. To maintain operation of the program to conform to standards.
e. To stimulate activities of the Board to obtain results with
minimum time and effort.
I
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F, TRAINING PLAN: a standard training plan cun be arrived at for
entry into adminlstriative fields. No standard plan, however, will
be assigned to meet additi-jnal needs of technicians, administrators,
scientists, wage board eraployees, or professionals who are already
conpetent in a limited field. For the latter groups individual
training proposals will be necessary,
1. The following is an example of a standard basic training program
for personnel from Group I.
a. Orientation * Three weeks.
Talks by or interviews with outstanding administrators,
discussions, and presentation of functions of government, the
Department and bureaus. Reading und study in field of adminis-
tration.
b. Planned work assignments .
(1) Rotating work asbigaments in administrative fields—
fifteen weeks.
Work assignments in the major administrative fields in
which the Intern needs training and experience. Typically,
the intern would be assigned to three weeks in each of the
offices in the bureau or activity responsible for the fol-
lowing subject-mattex': (a) budget and fiscal, (b) organiza-
tion and methods, (c) personnel, (d) office services, and
(e) public information and publications.
(2) Aflsignment to j^dministrative Officer .— Two weeks.
The intern would be assigned to work aS closely as
possible under the supervision of an administrative official
(Administrative Officer duties).
(3) Trial assignment .—Fire weeks.
This period would be used as a "trial assignment" for
the position to which the person may be assigned after
completion of training,
c. Seminars .-- Such as
Talks by leading people in various administrative fields.
Discussion of programs and projects. Self-improvenent
activities for the interns, such as discussion leading,
public speaking, report writing, and arranging meetings,
d. Related Study .— attendance at a local university, taking
correspondence courses, reserve officer training, participating
in other organized group activities.
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Appropriate courses to be arranged according to the train-
ing needs of the intern.
e. Career counseling . --i^s necessary, throu^out the progran.
Advice and guidance will be furnished by a competent
counselor.
2. Personnel in groups 2, 3, and 4. (as indicated in paragraph c)
will be required to submit individual training proposals which
must include the following:
a. The training objective
b. Outline and duration of the planned work assignments (not
less than six months or more than two years total) necessary
to achieve the training objective. Full use will be made of
present in-service training programs conducted by the
Department of the Navy. For higher levels of personnel,
most training will be individual consultations, conferences,
or part-ti-ne continuing assignments with periodic reports
on what is learned, iiubsequeat training will be primarily
on-the-job training under selected supervisors, all of which
will be supplemented by related study as approved or recom-
mended by the Sy.ecutive Selection Board,
c. A list of required individual and staff conferences necessary
for proper induction into each new administrative area.
d. ^ list of assigned readings on which reports will be made to
the supervisor of the administrative area in which training
will be taken.
e. Proposals for related study, which may include evening school
or correspondence courses frooa educational institutions,
attendance at professional societies, or individual p£5)ers
pertinent to the field of study.
f. ii^eements to make brief narrative progress reports, at least
quarterly.
g. Nomination of one or mere persons to be considered as
training adviser to the individual.
3, Training proposals may include attendance at universities or
colleges pursuing specialized courses.
G. OPEiUTING DETAILS:
1. For Group 1 individuals the standard training proposal will apply
(See paragraph 1 under "TRaXMII'IG PLAN"). This is expected to
provide a broad base for future executive development and to
allow the individual to be assigned to any one of the following




GS-201 Personnel xxdrainiatrution Series
GS-212 Placenent Series
GS-213 qualifications Rating Series




G3-223 Salary and Wage administration Series
GS-230 Binployee Relations Series
GS-301 General Clerical and ^administrative Series
GS-303 Organization und Methods Examining Series
GS-304 Budget administration Series
GS-1711 Instruction Series
2. Group 2, 3, and 4, individuals will be given training according
to the training proposal. The basic requiraaent will be for




c. Organization and Methods
d. Budget administration
e. Public Information and Publishing
H. AUTHORISATION: The Industrial Relet Ions (Civilian Personnel ) Office,
acting under the direction of the iixecutive Selection aid Development
Board, will provide the written confirmation that tiie requirements
of the training proposal are being hb t as a necessary prerequisite
to personnel actions based on this agreement.
I. ACTIONS UNDKR AUTHOR I2ATI ON (PLACEMENT):
1, Individuals in positions below grade GS-7, or equivalent ungraded
positions, who successfully complete the six months standard
basic training program may thereupon be promoted to grade GS-7
in any one of the listed class series (see '•OPERATING DETAILS",
paragraph 1;
.
2. Persons in grades GS-7 through 15 (see "OPERiiTING DSriilLS**,
paragraph 1) may, for training purposes under an approved training
plan, be transferred to positions at the same level in any of the
listed class series. Further, as may be provided under an ap-
proved tr ining progran, persons in grades G3-7 throu^ 15 in the
listed class series may, upon successful cocnpletlon of prescribed
requironents be transferred and/or promoted to the next higher
promotional level in that one of the other listed claso series
toward which the training was directed. Such transfers and/or
promotions may be made on the basis that the training program




3. Persons in Group 3 with professional or scientific buckgrounds
mtiy be given credit for training time under un approved jroposul
against the tix;.e requirenents for the next higher level job in
the professional or scientific series, or may have the training
time applied agtlnst adF.inietrative experiences which may be
necessary for such a promotion,
4. Persons itio successf\illy complete the approved training program
for wage board personnel may be given credit for this training
time in applying for a position at the next hlg^ier level. Persons
In this group may have the training time applied against ad-
ministrative experience requirements for promotion to positions
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L3TTEH FH)M CHiJmiAN, CIVIL SERVICE COriMISSIOiN, TO THE
UNDSR SBCKETARY OF THE NaVY
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
P Wushington 25, D.C.
T
April 27. 1951
Honorable Dan A. Kimball
Under Secretary of the Nayy
Department cf the Navy
Washington 25» D. C,
Dear Wr. Kimball:
The proposal for Executive. Selection and Derelopment Pro&rams for
the Department of the Navy which you submitted with your letter of
April 6, 1951 has been reviewed by the Conmission and is accepted to
supersede the original agreement of January 30, 1950,
Representatives of our Inspection Service have informed us of the
success of your programs under tJ^e original agreement. It is noteworthy
that not only was your Department the firnt to effect an Executive
Development Agreement, but with the broader coverage provided by the new
agreement also the first to extend the progrtjn to the field service and
wage board employees,
We congratulate the Department of the Navy on this progressive step
taken at a time when the selection and development of ccMiipetent executive
and administrative peraonnel will play so vital a part in our defense
activities.
Again, let us assure you that the staff of the Commission will
cooperate in every possible way with your Department and It at you have












NAVAL OiONAl'JCB IJJSTRUCTICN, 12230.4, of July 7, 1953
DSPARTIvtE3JT OF THK NAVY NAVORD 12230.4
Bureau of Ordnance Jkd2-c
Washington 25, D. C. 7 Jul 1953
NAVORD IN3TH11CTI0N 12230.4
From: Chief, Bureau of Ordnance
To: Distribution List
Suhj: Navy Kxecutire Development Program for civilian personnel;
Bureau participation in
aef: (a) NAVORDINST 12230.2, finployee Deveiopfieut Opportunities,
of 29 Oct 1952
Bncl: (1) Sample training plan (technical)
(2) Sample training plan (administrative)
(3) Sa pie training plan (administrative)
(4) Detailed procedures for nomination
1. Purpose . The Navy Executive Development Program is designed to serve
the interests of the Bureau by developing a more effective civilian
working force. Interests of the individuals who may enter the program
will be served by broadening their administrative skills and knowledge.
In many cases it will result in more rapid promotion tbun would otter-
wise be the case. This program has strong Bureau sponsorship. It will
require serious purpose and work from each participant. The program may
ultiir.ately prove to be one of the most effective tools for developing the
best that is in our civilian force and thereby of achieving our objective
of having the best run organizution in the government. The purpose of
this Instruction is to describe the operation and philosophy of the
Navy Executive Development PrograT:.
2. Cancellation . This Instruction and reference (a) supersede and
cancel Part III, Chapter 2, Section 8 of the Bureau of OrdntJice Organi-
zation i^d Procedures Manual. Notation to that effect should be made on
pages 152-152.2 of the Manual.
3. Background. The iirmed Forces in thi s country have ftor many yearo
paid close attention to the development of their officer personnel for
ultimate assignment to higher level managerit.1 positions. In addition
to the more conventional methods of trair. ing, Job-rot££t ion has been used
extensively for this purpose. Job- rotation among military personnel
is so common to-day that its training aspects are often overlooked.
Nevertheless, it has be^^n successful in developing leadership where the
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indiTidual'a admir.i strut ive experience, -^nduetry baa been forced, in
recent years, owing to the very short labor market and the highly
competitive nature of our modern economy, to adopt similar measures to
develop their managerial personnel for tomorrow's top posts, ab a
result, well organized prograris of executive development are to be
found in a number of large industries. The primary factors affecting
the successful development of a progrejn in the Bureau are:
a. In July 1949, the Secretary of the Navy realized that the Navy
Department could no longer leave to chance the development of competent
civilian managers, and that the tightening labor market was making it
increasingly difficult to employ ready-made raaniigerial pei-scnnel from
the outside, ^kccordingly, an agreen-ent was made with the Civil Service
Corriniission in early 1950 to initiate a program designed to develop the
administrative skills of civilians who evidenced unusual potential for
service to the Navy, Thus the program was instituted by and enjoys the
full support of the Secretary of the Navy.
b. While in the past the opyortunity to participate in the Navy
Executive Development Program has regularly been made available to Bureau
civilian employees, the degre? of participation has been low. Those who
have participated in the prograia to date have been uniformly outstanding,
but their nomination and selection have been accomplished in the face of
certain difficulties. These are:
(1) The initiative to participate in this proc;ram has been left
largely with interested enployees. accordingly, line managerient has
tended to assume a passive role toward their nomination and selection.
(2) There has been a tendency on the part of many of the more
able and deserving civiliaii employees to postpone making application for
the program because they have felt that their current work responsibilities
would not allow them to take the time necessary to complete the program.
(3) There has been a tendency on the part of many of the less
deserving and less able employees to nake a;.pliCation for the program as
a way out of their career difficulties, whether real or imagined,
(4) Supervisors have tended to release fielr less able employees
for this program because such ern^loyees tended to be in the "more availa-
ble" category. Conversely, supervisors have tended to discourage their
n-.ore able and mare deserving errijloyees froci applying because they have
been in the ''less available" category.
c. To encourage increased participation in the Executive Development
Program, the procedure for nominating candidates has been modified to
place the responsibility for nominating in the chain of oonnand. (No
publicity will be given to this program other than inclusion in reference
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4. Description . The Sxecutive Derelopment Program is divided into
two sub-programs, the Bxecutire Trainee Program (GS-S through GS-15),
and the Management Intern Program (GS-l through GS-7),
a. Executive Trainee Prograzc * The development of both tech-
nical and administrative personnel is provided by t^ls program thi'cxxgh
rotational assignments, seniinars, field trips, selected readings,
and related university study,
(1) The following are exariples within the scope of the
pro£:ram:
(a) Engineering and scientific personnel may broaden their administra-
tive experience and knowledge and thus qualify themselves for higher
managerial responsibilities within their own line of work. Enclosure (1)
is a copy of an actxial plan for trai.iing which served this purpose,
(b) Administrative specialists may use the program as a vehicle for
transfer to other administrative areas for which they would not normally
qualify. Enclosure (2) is a copy of an actual plan for training which
resulted in such a transfer, (c) Administrative specialists may use
the program tc broaden their kno»/ledge of administration within their
own area, and thus fulfill partial requirements for promotion, j^ plan
for training which actually accomplished this purpose is illustrated
in enclosure (3)
.
(2) as shown by the enclosed training plans, a large part of
the training consists of productive work. Training assignments when
skillfully planned to make use of daily operating problems will make
the training program less expensive from the standpoint of office workload,
While such assignments may not alvvays reflect the work priorities of the
branch or section, operating problems can be exploited profitably for
training purposes. The Civilian Training Section and the Bureau's
Executive Development Panel offer assistance to nominees and their
supervisors m developing such training plans.
(3) For candid<,tes of grade GS-13 and above, an additional
training element is available. Participation in "Managenent Institutes"
offered at universities such as Pittsburgh, Northwestern, Cornell, and
Columbia, is available on an optional basis. These programs, varying
from four to eight weeks in length, pertain to executive problems and
techniques. In addition to salary, the Bureau will pay tuition, travel
and per diem for successful ajplicants.
(4) The Executive Trainee program requires a minimum of six
months training. Because it is unrealistic to assxme that outstanding
persons can be given full-time training assignments for a six-month
period, in the face of other work priorities, training assignments may
be spread over a period of two years, on a part-time basis. With the
trainee spending only 25 per cent of his time on training assignments,
i
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consisting largely of productive work, supervisorB should feel less
hesitant about releasing subordinates.
b. Managqpaent Intern Prograa
(1) Management Interns are selected from personnel currently
working in any position within grades GS-1 through GS-7. Candidates
may use this program to transfer to an administrative specialty, or to
increase their effectiveness iu any administrative area in »ti ich they
are already working. The six-month training period should be entered
on a full-time basis, and equals one year of experience for qualification
purposes,
5. Nominating Procedure
a. Sxecutive Trainee Prograa . Responsibility for nominating can-
didates will rest with the chain of consnand, on the level of Branch Head
or higher. 3tep-by-step noninating procedure, presented in detailed
font in enclosure (4) is briefly: (1) referral of applicant to xvd2c
for testing; (2) candidate is given required tests; (3) test results,
and probability of success of formal nomination are discussed with the
applicant and his supervisor; (4) if the applicant's qualifications
warrant, a foimal nomination and training plan are prepared and sub-
mitted as described in enclosure (4); (5) BuOrd Sxecutive Development
Panel interviews the candidate and recommends approval or disapproval
of his nomination; (6) on receipt of BuOrd Panel approval and recom-
mendations, the Navy Executive Development Board (Departmental) makes
the final selection. Applications for participation in the program
will be received at any time, but will be processed quarterly according
to the following dates:
Beginning of planned




16 May 20 July
16 August 20 October
16 November 20 January
b. Management Intern Program . This program is offered annually,
beginning early in January. The deadline for nomination is approximately
6 November. Nominations follow the same procedure described for the
Executive Trainee ITogrem.
/a/ W. F. Schoeffel
DISTRIBUTION
1. B In Le
Division and Program Directors
Branch and Section Heads
1
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BUORD PRXBDURES FOR NOMINATION ^JTO S2LECTICK
NAVY EXBCUTIYE DEVELOPMENT PROGRaM
A. Informal Initial oteps:
Step 1 : Referral of employee for jreliminary written examination,
a. This referral may result from systematic inventory of person-
nel potential by Branch Heads or higher echelons, or, it may be the
result of the initiative of an employee who desires an opportunity for
development*
b. The 8\ipervi8or reports the eoployee's name, grade, position
title, organizational code, and his own name and phone number to the
Recorder, BUORD Executive Development Panel (ikdSc),
c. i/Vhen examination is scheduled by the Departmental Civilian
Personnel Division (DCFD) , of the Executive Office of the Secretary
(KXOS), Jkd2c notifies the supervisor of the time and pltce.
Step 2 ; Notification of Kxauiination Results and Recommendations,
a, DCPD (EXOS) submits resulte of exunination to the Recorder,
BUORD JECxecutivft Development Panel (^dSc).
b, Ad2c advises norainee's supervisor of test results and consults
with him regarding probability of success of success of formal applica-
tion and nomination, ^nd nature of training program proposal, if any.
c, Supervi 30X' inforas nominee of test results and decision
reached in (b) above.
B. Formal Presentations m d Reviews;
Step 1 : Employoe applies by preparing a memorandum requesting
nomination to the progran,
a. Addressee: Recorder, Navy Executive Development Board (DCPD),
via (l) employee's supervisor, (2) Branch Head, (3) Division Director or
the executive officer in charge of budget and compliment, and (4) Recorder,
DUORD Executive DeveloprQeat Panel (Ad2c;.
b. Subject: Executive Developaaent Program for (n-Cie of employee,
his grade, BUORD code); proposal for
c. References: NACOHDII^ST 12230.2 (citing appropriate paragraph)
and (b) NAV0RDEJ3T 12230.4.
1I
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d. Snclosures; (1) Proposed Sxecutire Devel op-Tent Plaoi.
(This plain should incliia, ia chart form or otherwise: What is to be
learned, where it is to be learned, how it is to be learned— if by work
experience, research project, course of study, etc.—how long it will
take, and to whom the employee will be responsible at the time. It
should also show who is to be the employee's counselor or co'onselors
during the program. JSxamples of programs cxre arailable in Jkd2c as well
as general assistance with respect to developing a program), (2) Standard
XS Fojin 57, completed and up to date.
e. Content: Paragraph (1) should request consideration for
executiT© development, ^baequent paragraphs should set forth the
employee's Trailing Objective and 3tateraent of Career Interests.
f. The memo and all endorsements should be forwarded with an
original und one courtesy copy. Six copies of the meno and px-oposed
e:nployee development plan should be delivered to the Recorder (**d2c}.
Step 2 ; Endorsements and BuORD Review.
a. The employee's supervisor, and the other manageiaent represen-
tatives to whom the memorandum is routed wi thin the Division, will each
add their comments and recoBomendations by use of the standard Navy
correspondence procedur e«
b. The Recorder, Executive Development Panel (Ad2c) will:
(1) Revievv the raemorandun, enclosurei^, and endorsements for
compliance with procedure and informatiaial adequacy far review by the
Panel.
(2) Submit to the Chairman and e^ch Panel meriber a copy of
the memorandum requesting nomination and a copy of the DCPD (EX03) exam-
ination report.
(3) Place consideration of the nomination on the agenda for
the next panel meeting.
(4) Set up a folder on the nominee, filing the first carbon
copy of the memorandum und all subsequent documents relating to the
executive development prof;ram for that employee.
c. rt.ction by BUORD Executive Development Panel:
(1) Reviews application and endorsements,
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(3) The Interview Panel asseaaea the norainee to determine
adequacy of his propoaed program, recoanmends revisions, and considers
his acceptability for the Executive Development Program. The Panel is
corapoaed of personnel fanilicir with the areas covered by the proposed
program,
(4) The BUORD Executive Development Panel, by endorsing
the memorandum requesting nomination, recommenda acceptance of the
norainee by the Navy Executive Development 3oard, or recoioiuends to the
employee's Division that the nomination be withdrawn, ^^n endoraement
is prepared by the Recorder of the Executive Development Panel for
signature of the Chairman, and the interview rating shciets of the Review
Panel are attached as an enclosure to the endorsement if acceptance
has been recoinmeuded.
Step 3: Departmental ^.ction:
a. Action by Recorder of Board.
(1) Checics nomination papers for coupleteness and compliance
with required procedure.
(2) Presents norainationa to Departraental Panel.
b. action by Panel.
(1) Reviews nomination and interviews applicant.
(2) Accepta, rejects, or reccnmends clianges in proposed
training program,
c. Action by Chaln'ian of Board,
tl) By Navy letter informs Chairman, BuORD Executive
Development Pane, Via Recorder (Ad2c) of acceptance or rejection of
nominee <und transnits to the Bureau forma N/iTSXOS 3114 and 3108,
Depai-tmental and Navy Executive Development ^kgreeinenta , respectively.
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